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Recently, the writer'£ Interest in the Republic of Liberia was
awakened by the prospect cf future employment in that country. The subject
of this thesis was, therefore, prompted by a desire to learn as much as
possible about the econoniy of Liberia* in hopes that any knowledge so
gained would prove beneficial in the future.
It should be understood, however, that a study of this type can
not deal with each of the many factors working together which make the
economy function as it does* "The purpose here instead is to outline the
historical background of the iradern Liberian. econoir-y and, against that
background, to analyze its present basic problems.
Once these basic problems are brought to light, the next step
is to propose methods of solving them. Chapter IV of this study presents
what the writer feels to be the basic problems confronting the liberian
econony today. Chapter V presents possible methods whereby these
problems may be solved or sit least lessened*
Data, in many sigiilficaut areas are lacking due to the fact that
mary types of statistics have not been kept in the past. Among the types
of information desired but not available at this writing are such data as
per capita income, adequate population figures, details of govertiment
expenditures, and gross national product estimates. Use lacking are
figures which would give the net export figures once the value of goods
exported by foreign concerns operating in Liberia is taken frora the total
export figures which are available. This net figure is of great importance
ii
Ill
in determining the type of balance of trade which Liberia has had*
If, in the face of these and otter limitations, this study can
arouse an awareness in the reader's mind of the great strides forward
which have been taken by Liberia in Its bid to become an econcanic equal
with the great rations of the world, its purpose vd.ll have been served.
The writer is indebted to Br» Samuel Z» V'ecterfield for his
provocative questions and constructive criticisms which proved invaluable
as a source of stimulation during the research for this thesis; to his
employers at Korehouse College who allowed Mai tiiee to have the necessary
consultation periods with the thesis advisor; to Mr* A, Roroeo I-Iorton,
President of the Bank of Liberia and Mr. H. ¥. Yaidoo, Director of
Statistics and Census, Department of Agriculture and Ccraaerce, Monrovia,
Liberia, for their most valuable information and recomraendations as to
other .sources cf information; and to his wife, Hrs. Isabel '..ebster for
her performance in the capacities cf proofreader and typist cf the
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INTRODUCTION AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Long after the first explorations were made and maps drawn, Africa
remained a "dark continent" in the minds of men. In recent years, the
African continent has suddenly loomed to the fore as a land of vast unde
veloped material and cultural resources. Today, with the feelings of
African nationalism astir and when the new awareness of the wealth and
strategic importance of Africa is more apparent than ever, the story of the
growth of the Republic of Liberia to a place of respect among the family of
nations of the world is of great interest to those who wish to keep abreast
of world wide social and economic developments.
The Republic of Liberia, on the West Coast of Africa, was colonised
in 1822 by free Americans of color, with the support of the American Ciolonisa-
tion Society and the United States Government. In I8k7t it became an
independent republic.1 During the one hundred and eleven years since its
birth as a republic, Liberia has been faced with many problems, both internal
and from outside sources. Geimany, France, and the British Empire have all
posed serious threats to the very existence of the tiny republic (about forty-
three thousand square miles of surface). For many years struggles between
the native African tribes and the colonists of African descent prevented any
stability in government.
Present day Liberia, though underdeveloped, is -very rich in natural
resources. At the very heart of the Liberian economy is its rubber production.
•Stanley A. Davis, This ±s Liberia (New York, 1953), P. 3.
1
About seventeen per cent of the world's supply of crude rubber comes from
Liberia.1
Liberia today is plagued essentially with the same problems faced by
most countries whose economies are primarily agrarian. Foremost among these
problems ares (l) development ©f the agricultural sector of the country;
(2) maintenance of a favorable balance in international tradej and (3) capital
formation, both domestic and from outside sources. It is toward an under
standing of the nature of and projection of possible solutions to these and
other problems faced by the Liberian eeonosy that this study is devoted.
Liberia owes its very birth to the institution of slavery in America
and the problems which grew out of it. Emancipation of the slaves presented
the problem of placement of the newly freed people. Mary of the leaders ©f
the period, frora Jefferson t© Lincoln, had the ©pinion that the Negro could
never become a part of the American democracy.^
During the first few years ©f the nineteenth century freed slaves
were to be found in many American communities. Many of these people were of
superior quality, having either purchased their liberty ©r become free upon
the death ©f their masters. They became small business men or free laborers.
Some even owned slaves of their own. However* there was another group of
freed men of weaker character who fell into petty crimes or shiftlessness.
It was this second group which caused annoyance in communities, giving fuel
to the fire for those against emancipation ©n the grounds of what might be
expected if aH slaves were given "their freedom.
1Ibid.» p. 52.
2
James L. Siblesy and D. Westermann, Liberia Old and New (New York,
1928), p. 4.
3
There arose in the South, mainly, but with support from many Northern
sympathizers, a move toward obtaining land outside of the United States and
colonizing therein "certain persons whose presence might be undesirable in
the commonwealth."3- There was generally one of three motives behind an
individual's or groups' of individuals backing the colonizing move: (1) to
see slavery ended and the black man permitted to return to his former home;
(2) to be rid of the irresponsible freed Negroes in the ccramunitiesj and
(3) to be rid of the menace of the presence of freed people to the institution
of slavery. In 1816, the American Colonization Society was chartered by
Congress for the purpose of assisting the freed people to return to the
ifrican continent.
In 1822, Jehudi Ashmun, his wife, Mary, and thirty-seven freed Negroes
sailed from Baltimore on orders from President James Monroe for the purpose of
resettlement on the African west coast on a strip of land which had been
purchased from the native Africans for the American Colonisation Society by a
naval officer, Lieutenant Robert P. Stockton. Though there is no official
record of the price paid for thi s strip of land, one hundred and thirty miles
long and forty miles deep, it is presumed that the purchase was paid for with
trading goods such as muskets, calico, umbrellas, gunpowder and tobacco.^
Between 1622 and 1837* various colonization societies organized by
individual states settled various areas around this first settlement which
was named "Monrovia11 in honor of the then president, James Monroe. In 1837,
all of these settlements except one joined to form the Commonwealth of Liberia.
The one which did not join formed a separate colony—"Maryland in Liberia. "^
i., P. 15.
2Charles M. Wilson, Liberia (New York, 19h7)i p. 11.
3Ibid., p. 7.
Maryland became a part of the republic in I856.
During the ten-year period 1837-1&J-7* the new commonwealth existed
in name only. Diplomatically speaking, it did not exist. For instance, an
attempt was made to impose duties on imports as a source of revenue, to which
the British Government promptly and strongly protested.
In July of 18^7, upon adoption of a constitution closely modeled after
that of the United States, Liberia became a republic. Almost immediately
Great Britain and several other powers recognized the Republic of Liberia as
a sovereign nation. Paradoxically, the United States Government did not
formally recognize Liberia until fifteen years later when, under President
Lincoln, Congress passed an act recognizing the Negro republics of Haiti and
Liberia.
During the third quarter of the nineteenth century there was insistent
land hunger on the part of the great industrial powers of Europe. These powers
were eager for new markets, sources of raw materials and outlets for the
investment of surplus European capital. France and Great Britain as next door
neighbors to Liberia were constantly exerting pressures for special territorial
and economic concessions. These pressures permitted the United States to prove
its policies of friendship for the baby nation without claiming a protectorate
over the Negro republic. For example: There was a territorial dispute between
Great Britain and Liberia in I869. In May of 1871, Great Britain proposed that
the dispute be submitted to a commission appointed by the United States for
arbitration. Liberia accepted this proposal.1 The Boundary Commission thus
formed adjourned without definitely determining to which government the disputed
territory belonged. As a result, in 1883, it was reported that British authori
ties had occupied portions of the disputed territory.
^-Robert V. Keiser, Relations Between the United States and Liberia
(n.p., 1926), p. 21. """ ~~"*"""™
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British traders continued to occupy the territoiy and about all
Liberia could do was to protest to the British Government whieh took no action.
In 1885, primarily because she was helpless to take any other course of action,
Liberia signed a treaty with Great Britain conceding to her the disputed area.
While the British were encroaching on Liberia*s territory to the west,
France was doing the same to the north and east. These disputes with France
ended in 1910 when a treaty was signed defining the boundary of Liberia and
France's African territory.1 The end result was that much of the land, rich
in natural resources, formerly belonging to Liberia had been conceded to
Great Britain and France.
Although, during these disputes over territory, the sympathy of the
United States was with Liberia, no action was taken by the government except
for formal protests which had no affect.
As soon as the boundary disputes were settled, the Liberian Govern
ment found itself confronted with the pressing problem of inter- and intra-
tribal warfare among the natives. To the Frontier Force which was originally
organized to protect the boundary fell the job of subduing the native tribes
and stopping their warlike practices. Lack of communications, absence of
roads and lack of capital with which to build roads all tended to make
difficult the job undertaken by the government to control the hinterland."
The first real attempt at bringing order into the administration of
the native tribes was made in 1923 by the then president, Charles King.3 At
Robert E. Anderson, Liberia America's African Friend (Chapel Hill,
1952), p. 90. " ~~~—




this time a conference was called. During the month of this conference, the
chiefs of all of the tribes and government agents collaborated in the form
ulation of rules and regulations based on native customs and laws, to govern
the native districts. These rules were approved on March 29, 1923» and,
although modified from time to time, have served generally as the basis for
administration of the hinterland.
Under President Barclay in 193& there was a general revision of the
code and further revisions have been made under the Tubman administration.
These revisions were made apparently with a view toward the gradual raising
of the status of the tribal people and overall improvement of the government
of the tribal people.
Even today, the control of outlying districts is difficult, still due
to the lack of sufficient means of communication and few roads. Because of
these and other difficulties, various districts continue to be more autocratic
than the regulations set up in the code permit. Technically, however, Liberia
today is a republic in which about fifteen thousand descendants of early
settlers control the affairs of a country whose population is estimated at
2
about one million, five hundred thousand people.
This first chapter by no means has intended to give th© reader a detailed
history of the Republic of Liberia. Rather the intent here is t© give the
reader a background against xfhich the development and structure of the
Liberian economy might be better analysed.
1Charles H. Huberich, The Political and Legislative History of Liberia
(New Yo*i 19^3), p. 43.
No accurate census has ever been taken. The figure listed here is a
compromise between the estimates of John Gunther and Robert Earl Anderson,
both of whose works are cited in the bibliography.
CHAPTER II
HISTORICAL ECOIQMIC DEVELOPMENTS
Although economically Liberia must still be classed among the under
developed areas of the world, this condition seems to be on the verge of
change. The period since the adoption of the constitution until recent times
has been dominated by a constant straggle for economic as well as political
existence. Liberia has never been able to accumulate sufficient capital for
adequate development of its natural resources. While other African areas,
as colonies of European powers were being developed by influxes of needed
Capital, Liberia stood still.
Both Nigeria and the Gold Coast had their natural resources developed
by parent countries. It has often been said that Liberia's economic growth
would have been faster had the republic been a colony of some great power.
It was not until 1924- when the Firestone Rubber Corporation of America went
into Liberia that outside capital began to flow into the country in any
significant amounts. The affects of Firestone ©n the Liberian econoay will
be discussed later.
From the period of settlement in Liberia to 1866, the Colonization
Society had spend $2,588,90? in the operation of the new republic.1 This
amount represents the total flow of funds into the country for that period.
In 1870, President E. J. Royce went to London where he negotiated a
loan ©f -one hundred thousand pounds from the British Government. The
Raymond ¥. Bixler, The Foreign Policy of the United States in Liberia
(Mew York, ±95?)$ p. 9. ~~ ' ~™ ' "
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conditions of discount and interest on this loan were so severe that Liberia
only realized about thirty thousand pounds from it. The resulting reactions
in Liberia were so great that President Royce was forced to resign.1 The
writer has found no direct purpose for the loan other than to pay for Liberia's
alleged encroachments on land claimed by a British trader, John M. Harris,
with backing from the government of Sierra Leone, a British possession.
The next attempt at borrowing outside capital was in 1906 when five
hundred thousand dollars were borrowed at an interest rate of 6 per cent
annually against a pledge of the entire customs receipts from imports. This
loan was coupled with the granting of trading and mining rights to a British
firm.2
America's interest in the Liberian ability to manage its financial
affairs lead to the establishment of a commission to study Liberia's economic
situation. As an outgrowth of the investigations of this eoasiission, a loan
by American bankers in the amount of one million seven hundred thousand
dollars was arranged in 1912.-^ The agreement provided for an American
receiver of Liberian Customs. This loan was intended primarily as a means ©f
affecting a reform in the internal finances. The terms of the loan were met
satisfactorily until 1916 when World War I destroyed much of the foreign trade
of Liberia.
The above mentioned loans represent the main sources of outside funds
brought into Liberia prior to the Firestone arrangement in 1926. The main
domestic sources of revenue to the Liberian econoay prior to the entrance of
Firestone into Liberia came from the exportation of coffee and cocoa. No
•^-Robert Anderson, op_. cit., p. 85.
2Ibid.
3Raymond BixLer, ©£• eit., p. 32.
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figures are available for either the volume or dollar amounts brought in by
these exports, however.
During the early 1920*s, the expanding international rubber market
spawned a situation destined to play a most important part in the destiny ©f
the Liberian economy.
The expanding American automobile market and new uses for rubber in
this country during this period established the United States as the greatest
user of rubber in the world. This rubber eame from the British and Dutch East
India Islands.
Great Britain instituted a plan to restrict production and export of
rubber in such a way as to keep the price of rubber sufficiently high to make
production of rubber vastly profitable. This move resulted in excessively
high prices for crude rubber in the United States. As a result of the sky
rocketing prices in the virtual monopolistic market for rubber, tire manufactur
ers and other users of rubber began to search for other sources of rubber.
Under the urging of President Hoover, the United States Government
investigated the rubber situation. Though it did not have the desire to engage
in rubber production, the United States Government offered every encouragement
t© private interests seeking sources of rubber supply independent of the
British-Dutch monopoly.
In February of 1923, Congress passed a resolution appropiating five
million dollars for a survey of possible areas in which Americans might grow
2
rubber economically. Also in 1923, Harvey S. Firestone, under company auspices
sent out investigators to determine the feasibility of growing a domestic source
Bixler, ojg. cit., p. 60
2The Firestone Operations in Liberia (Fifth Case Study in NPA Series on
United States Business Performance Abroad), National Planning Association,
1956, p. 45.
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of rubber in the Philippines, Mexico, Central America, Netherlands East India,
Malaya, Ceylon and Africa.
Three of the survey areas were chosen for more careful esqploration
and possible development: Mexico, the Philippines and Liberia. In 1925, a
rubber estate in MejdLco was leased to Firestone but was abandoned after a
year owing to unsettled political conditions and an inadequate labor force.
A plan for large scale rubber planting in the Philippines fell through due to
legal restrictions on land ownership by foreign companies imposed by the
government ©f the islands. Therefore, only the Liberian possibility material
ized.
The financial situation in Liberia at the time had much to do with
the governments decision to admit Firestone. The disruption of foreign trade
due t© World War I had caused government revenues to drop so drastically that
the normal domestic expenses could not be met, much less payments on the loan
of 1912. Negotiations for a new loan with the United States Government began
in 1919 but never materialized. Liberia did not want to deal with England ©r
France because ©f restrictions these two powers would impose along with any
loan granted and due to the intervention by these powers into the internal
affairs ©f Liberia which would have been made a part of any loan agreement.
The then president of Liberia, President King, decided that direct
investment in Liberia by a large American corporation might provide the support
and assistance so badly needed. It was in this frame ©f mind that President
King met and pursued the possibilities with the Firestone representatives.
President King wanted to assure himself that Firestone's intentions
were honest and at the same time to be certain that Liberia would benefit from
1Ibid., p. 46.
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any arrangement made with the company. An agreement t© lease a small rubber
plantation, abandoned earlier by the British was quickly negotiated but the
larger proposal required, much consideration. Accordingly, in August of 1925,
President King sent the liberian Secretary to State t© the United States to
investigate Firestone»s intentions and to continue negotiations*1
Firestone at the same time was not willing t© embark on such a large
scale operation as the one proposed unless something was done to inwove the
financial and economic conditions in Liberia. As an outgrowth ©f these feelings,
a proposal was extended to grant a loan to Liberia by the company. However,
the Liberian Government was strongly against accepting a loan from a private
company operating within the country for fear that company would acquire too
great an influence over Liberian affairs.
After men negotiation, a compromise was reached. Mr, Firestone
agreed to form a second corporation to administer the loan. After attempts
at getting groups ©f New York bankers to finance the loan failed, Mr. Firestone
formed the Finance Corporation of America with his resources.
Firestone also agreed to build a deep water harbor at Monrovia.
Thereby, three separate agreements were finally negotiated. Finally, in 1926,
the three agreements were ratified by the Liberian legislature.
Liberia saw the risk that the company might try to dominate the
country but, in the minds of government officials, the risks were outweighed.
Foremost among the reasons was the belief that the compare's interests would
coincide with their own in keeping Liberia free of European influence. It
had been the European influence on the rubber market which had driven the
company to search for new sources of rubber in the first place. Liberia also
felt that the United States Government would give active support to Liberia
1Ibid., p. 46.
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in any future difficulties with European powers due to the presence of a
large, influential American corporation located therein.
Succeeding events have far surpassed anything ejected in 1926 when
the agreements were ratified. Firestone and the United States Government
have proven to be decisive factors in the economic development and strength
ening of the international position of the country.
The basic terns and conditions of the three agreements between
Firestone and the Goveranent of Liberia are as follows;1
1. EARBCR AGREHKEMT
The company was to spend a sura not to exceed $300,000 for
the purpose of constructing a deep water harbor at Monrovia,
The Liberian Govermient was eventually to repay the amount.
After spending over #115*000, Firestone concluded that a harbor
would cost millions of dollars and the project was abandoned.
The later cost to the United States Government of §22,000,000
proved the abandonment to be a wi.se idea. Liberia gave its
consent to this action by Firestone and Firestone consented
to bear the full expense of the work already done.
2'.' HJUSTIKQ AGfflgEMEHT
The company was granted the right to lease not more than
1,000,000 acres at an annual rent of 6 cents per acre for a
team of ninety-nine years. (This was the customary rental
price of concessions granted by the Liberian Government to
foreign companies and individuals). In addition, a tax of
15 per cent on the gross value of all exports by the company
., pp. 52.-59.
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was to be levied, calculated upon the closing price on the lew
York market on the day ©f shipment. The 15 per cent provision
was dropped in 1950 when Liberia adopted an income tax. Since
that time, Firestone has paid the maximum income tax rate of
25 per cent. In return for the above payments, Firestone was
granted the following rights?
(A) to plant, process and export rubber and other
agricultural products.
(B) to mine minerals ©n its leased lands.
(C) to build and use roads, bridges, pipelines hydro
electric and power transmission lines on and between
its leased lands.
(D) t© use public transportation and harbor facilities;
import duty free, the equipment and supplies needed
for its operations.
(E) t© construct and operate eomainieation facilities
with the main offices in Akron, Ohio.
Firestone agreed to import foreign labor only with the per
mission of the Liberian Cbveranent and not to employ more than
1,500 whites at any time. Disputes between Liberia and Firestone
were to be submitted to a board of representatives ©f the
Liberian Government, Firestone and the Liberian Supreme Court.
The decisions of this board could be appealed on an international
level t© negotiations between the governments of Liberia and the
United States.
Ik
3. THE LOAM AGREEMENT
The basic conditions were that the Liberian Government would
issue not more than $5,000,000 ©f forty-year 7 per cent bonds.
The Finance Corporation of America was to purchase an initial
issue of half this amount at 90. The remainder could be issued
and would be purchased by the Finance Corporation of America
only when the revenues of the Liberian Government exceeded
$800,000 a year for two consecutive years. Service of the loan
was t© be a first charge on the government revenues obtained from
import duties., the head tax and the Firestone Plantations Company.
In effect, the payments by Firestone t© Liberia were going to the
Finance Corporation of America which was a subsidiary of Firestone.
Of the three agreements, the Loan Agreement was the most difficult to
negotiate. The Liberians thought that the provisions were infringement on
Liberia's sovereignty. On the other hand, Firestone believed the restrictions
necessary to bring order into Liberian finances.
Only about $2,250,000 of the bonds were ever issued. The proceeds were
used mostly to repay the loan ©f 1912 and to liquidate Liberia's internal debt.
The small balance was used for public works projects. Several revisions to the
original agreement were made, the most important being the reduction ©f the
interest rate to k per cent which was done in 1939. Increasing governmental
revenues during the 1940»s enabled Liberia to speed up repayment of the loan.
In 1952, the last payment was made on the 1926 loan, fourteen years before it
was due. This early repayment was made possible due largely to the revenues
received by the Liberian Government from the Firestone Plantations Compaigr.
Further consideration will be given to the importance of Firestone in
the Liberian economy in the chapter dealing with Liberia*s present day econonsy.
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The decline in demand for raw materials due to the business recession
in the late 1920»s had a profound affect on Liberia. At the onset ©f the
depression in 1929, rubber prices began to fall and by June of 1929, rubber
was selling at the low price ©f 3 cents a pound. At this time, the 15,000
acres ©f rubber trees planted in 1926 and 192? by Firestone were nearing
tapping age. Current rubber prices could not cover costs connected with
processing and transporting. As a result, planting stopped and tapping was
not started.1
The ebb in production by Firestone caused a cut in employment in
Liberia. Government revenue was low due to the decline in the export ©f raw
materials. In 1930, the American Financial Adviser reported that there would
be a deficit of from $200,000 to $300,000 in the government's operation for
the jear.c By April 10, only about half of the interest payment due on May 1
on the 1926 loan was on hand.
The American Embassy in Monrovia in 1930 believed that Liberia needed
American help to straighten out her finances. Factors considered by the
Embassy as contributing to the crises were? maladministration by the govern
ment of the hinterland, price controls which limited the productivity of the
natives, governmental financial policies determined by political rather than
economic considerations and the slump in world trade prices aecomplished by
the slump in world trade.
As the financial crises deepened, desire for American intervention in
Liberian financial affairs increased. §y June of 1930, the Finance Corporation
of America had requested aid from the United States State Department in
enforcing the terms of the 1926 loan. The American minister assured Liberia
that there would be no change in the policies of the United States toward
p. 59.
?Bixler, og cit., p. 94.
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Liberia in spite of the world wide financial crises. The United States
Government was interested in Liberia's attempts to rehabilitate her own
finances without outside interference. The extent of governmental action
at this time was limited to suggestions that Liberia seek to improve her
financial condition by: cutting down on the excessively high government
salaries} eliminating unnecessary governmental offices and slashing other
needless expenses.
Also worthy of mention during this period of great financial crises
in Liberia are the terrible health conditions found there along with lack of
finances' to alleviate these conditions. Added to the financial situation
was the fact that Liberia was being investigated by a United States Commission
on charges of participating in slavery practices. Attempts by the United
States to encourage sanitation to help the health situation and abolishment
of the slave trade were frustrated by the Liberian Government.
Due to the urging by the United States and British governments, The
League of Nations in 1930 began to investigate ways and means of bringing
about reform in the Liberian situation. Since this effort by the League of
Nations ended in 1934 without ever going into effect, the writer does not
feel the need to elaborate on the details of the four years of deliberation
(1930-1934). Inasmuch as the plan did not materialize, its details are not
important to this study of the economic development in Liberia.
The following paragraph, in the writer's opinion, sums up beautifully
the Liberian situation coming out of the depression years!
In this period, 1929-35, Liberia had gone through the experience of a
world depression. The decline of business, especially in rubber, had
brought bankruptcy to her finances. The government was starved for
1-Ibid., p. 96.
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revenue. Inefficiency and corruption were more pronounced than usual.
In this dilemma the United States sought the cooperation of the League
of Nations. League plans for the reconstruction of Liberia went awry
because Liberia feared motives of European powers and was unwilling
to yield any of her sovereignty. She preferred what she considered
the more disinterested American supervision. Finally, revision of the
terras of the 1926 loan and American technical aid helped Liberia on
the road to recovery. Reviving economic life of the world also con
tributed to that end. The little African republic was able to main
tain its independence and move toward a greater security made possible
through greater prosperity provided largely by the Firestone enter
prise.1
With the beginning ©f the rumblings of World War II, new interest in
Liberia was awakened on the part of European nations and America. Liberia as
a source of raw materials became increasingly important. Due to its location
on the western bulge of Africa, any power in control of it could command the
important trade routes to the south. When the Japanese navy secured the trade
routes to East Indian sources of rubber, the Firestone plantations in Liberia
became of vital importance in fighting the war.
Since Liberia was surrounded by British and French colonies, the
western powers were concerned that there be no German threat there. At this
tine (1935-1939) about half of Liberia's trade was carried on with Germany.2
At the outset of the war in 1939» Liberia proclaimed neutrality. As
the war developed and America became interested in supplying planes t© Great
Britain, a base on the west coast of Africa became increasingly important.
In November of 1940, the Pan American Airway Company was made the
United States agent, given the project of building or improving landing fields
in foreign lands. Since America was still at peace these fields were to be




R. E. Anderson, op_. eit., p. 1*4-5.
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As a result, Roberts Field, 50 miles from Monrovia, was built for
Pan American by Firestone engineers. Later it was enlarged and improved by
military engineers and used throughout the war as a ferry point for lend
lease planes to Russian and British forces. Also it became an exit point for
rubber and other materials headed to America. Since the war the field has
been of great importance in the development of Liberia.
Another project arising out of the war crisis and destined to play
an important part in Liberia's economic development is the building of the
port at Monrovia.
A luncheon date in 1943 between President Roosevelt of the United
States and President Barclay of Liberia planted the seeds which were to cause
the completion of the Free Port of Monrovia in 19^8. President Roosevelt saw
a need for a harbor to assist in the operations of the air field so that gas
and other supplies might be brought in. President Barclay on the other hand
saw a harbor as being necessary to the future of the country without which
there could be no real development of foreign trade.
On December 31, 19^3» the agreement between the two governments was
signed in Monrovia with the American Minister to Liberia representing the
United States and the Liberian Secretary of State representing Liberia. By
the terms of the agreement, the United States was to make funds available for
survey and construction of the port.
Liberia was to provide the site and agreed to the establishment of the
port as a "free port" to be operated for the mutual benefit of Liberia and the
United States and all nations with which the United States and Liberia maintain
friendly relations. Actual administration of the port was to be through an
operating contract with an American company to be formed for the purpose with
Liberian representation.
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The Liberian Qavernment also granted to the United States the right to
establish, use, and maintain such military facilities at United States expense
as desired in the general vicinity for the protection of United States interests
in the South Atlantic,
Provisions were made for amortization payments to the United States to
come out of net revenue derived from port charges until eost of constructing
the facilities exclusive of military installations should have been reimbursed
to the United States. Thereafter, operating contract would pass to the
Government of Liberia,
The original estimate of the cost of the project was $5,000,000. This
figure grew to $8,000,000$ $12,500,000? $15,000,000? and, finally, to
$19,270,000.1 An additional $^,000,000 was allotted for contingencies.
On July 26, 19^8, the harbor was opened for commercial use. A
Delaware Corporation, The Monrovia Port Management Company, Ltd., administers
the harbor and its facilities. As a fee for managing the port, the company
received 5 per cent of gross revenues until January 1, 1953* soid 10 per cent
since that date. The cost of acquiring equipment, repairs, salaries, and
wages incurred in operating the port were taken from the gross revenue figure
t© arrive at the net balance. This net revenue is to be used at the discretion
of the Management Company in agreement with the Liberian Government, for
improvements, but only t© the extent approved by the United States Government*
All of the rest of the revenues are to be delivered to the Liberian Government
for delivery to the government of the United States to amortize the cost of
the harbor. This is to be the general procedure until the entire amount is




Thus, a harbor started by the United States Government because of a
war need has proved to be a boon to the development of Liberia, The importance
of the port at Monrovia in Liberian economic development will become apparent
later in this study when Liberia's foreign trade is examined*
In September, 19^7» Mr. Edward R. Stettinius, Jr., and others, who had
organized the "Stettinius Associates-Liberia, Inc." entered into an agreement,
called the "Statement of Understanding,11 with a group representing the
Liberian Government, having as its object lfthe development of the human and
material resources of the Republic of Liberia.*1
Mr. Stettinius, who while serving first as Lend-Lease Administrator,
then as the American Secretary of State had been closely concerned with the
arrangements which had resulted in the construction of the deep-water harbor
at Monrovia. His interests in Liberia had been aroused bj a visit to the
Republic while he was Secretary of State. The possibilities that lay in the
development of the country's natural resources appealed to him.
Mr. Stettinius wanted to create an organization and to set up a
program under which there would be a general invitation to American capital
and enterprise to enter Liberia and be welcomed. At the same time, the program
would be designed as to fully recognize the position of Liberia as the prime
owner of its resources, safeguard its independence and cause the operation of
such projects which would result in the plowing back ©f a reasonable share of
the advancement to the Liberian people. The basic idea in the approach by
Mr. Stettinius was that, instead of the colonial system of exploitation, a
partnership could be established between the inhabitants ©f such an area and
those who could develop its resources.
13Md.» p. 156.
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Thus, the Stettinius idea was embodied in the Statement of Understanding,
which was dated September 3, l^?.1 Under it, The Liberia Comparer was created
to promote and develop the resources of Liberia. Twenty-five per cent of the
capital stock of The Liberia Company was issued to the Liberiam Government in
consideration of the rights granted, 10 per cent to the Liberian Foundation,
Inc., a philanthropic trust set up to cany out the social aspects of the
program for the development of Liberia. The balance ©f the capital stock went
to the Stettinius Associates who undertook to furnish current funds for
operating expenses and t© seek whatever financing and technological assistance
might be required.
The Liberian aovernraent granted to the Liberia Company comprehensive
rights for a period of eighty years, covering virtually all fields of
exploitation except those already granted to others such as the Firestone con
cessions.
Within this framework, private capital could be invited t© undertake
the various projects contemplated. Each project would be handled by a sub
sidiary of The Liberia Company. Thus, twenty-five per cent of any profits
realized would be to the benefit of The Liberia Coiqpansr, either as dividends
or as an equity interest in the parent company.
The directors of The Liberia Company were selected from the Stettinius
Associates and from Liberians nominated by the president of the republic. Thus,
the government would be kept in intimate touch with whatever was proposed or
done under the Stattinius plan.
It was the intention under the Statement of Understanding that the
2Ibid., p. 258.
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following projects should be inaugurated on ©r before December 31, 1950s1
1. Organization of a national bank
2. Mining Operations (other than the Bomi Hills operation which is
not included in the concessions granted The Liberia Company)
3. Organization of machinery for collection, grading, processing,
handling, and marketing of agricultural products.
k. Organization ©f a company to import and export commodities and
act as the official procurement agency of the Liberian Govern
ment and conduct internal trade in consumer goods.
5. Lumbering operations
6. Fisheries
7. Transportation and public services.
The agreement provided that all public service projects under auspices
of The Liberia Company should be turned over to the Government of Liberia as
' rapidly as the government should be able to assume the financial and managerial
responsibilities of them.
Mr. Stettinius died before he could see the fruition of this very
ambitious program.
A brief summary of some of the later results of the movement started by
Mr. Stettinius are as follows:
(1) A trading company was organized and is conducting an active
business in Monrovia, importing and distributing consumer goods. This -opera
tion is being managed by the Union Trading Company, a Swiss concern.
(2) A cold storage plant and a small hotel have been built by an
American businessman which have made possible the shipment and handling of




(3) A study Is being made into the possibilities of building up the
cocoa industry to where it some day may rank with robber in importance to the
economy. Pan American World Airways and the Mississippi Shipping Company,
together with former associates of Mr* Stettinius, have undertaken t© keep
alive and give needed financial assistance to the Stettinius plan. For this
parpose* the Liberian Development Company has been organized as a holding
company, taking over from the Stettinius Associates-Liberia, Inc. the con
trolling stock of Hie Liberia Company. In 19^*9, the Statement of Understanding
was revised s© as to eliminate the responsibility for projects of the public
service type which had been assumed formerly by The Liberia Company*
The Liberia Compary is still in existence today and has the continued
cooperation of the Liberian Government. It is expected that The Liberia
Company will develop into a living monument to Liberia's great friend,
Edward R. Stettinius, Jr.
The Point Four Program, as inaugurated by President Truman in 19**9» had
as its aim the provision ©f American assistance to resource development in
the world's less fortunate countries.
In 1950, Liberia and the United States signed the "Point Four" agree
ment which was to pave the way for surveys of economic resources of the country
and for special agreements. This plan was to be operated by a joint Ameriean-
Liberian eonmission composed of seven Americans and six Liberians under a
Liberian chairman. The Liberian Government would contribute 20 per cent of its
national revenue toward the cost of the program* It was estimated that this
contribution would average about $1,000,000 a year. The United States would
3-U. S. Bulletin, Department ©f State, Vol. XXIV, No* 600., as quoted
in Bixler, ©g. cit., p* 121.
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contribute the services of sixty-se-ven technicians and their equipment. The
annual rate of expenditure from the United States was expected to reach
#850,000. negotiations for specific projects were expected as the program
expanded. In the next ten years efforts would be concentrated on such
engineering projects as roads, bridges, hydroelectric power and waterworks
at a cost of about #11,300,000. Agricultural development would be mostly in
the area of food supply and such export products as rubber, and palm oil.
The commission was to spend approximately SU,200,000 on this project.
Health services were to cost |8,7OO,OOOj education, $7,100,000; and the Improve-
Kent of administration, $1,200,000, At the request of the Liberian Government,
the United Nations would cooperate in the fields of health and education
through the agencies of the World Health Organization and UNESCO (The United
lations Education, Scientific and Cultural Organization),1
There are many evidences of the success of this program. A survey of
the Liberian forests established the fact that more than one-third of the area
of the country was covered by forests composed largely of tropical hardwoods.
Some of these trees were of an established value while others x-?ere consaercialDy
unknown. Soil surveys indicated that two-thirds of the Liberian area was
adapted to production of various money crops such as coffee, oil palm and
bananas. Purebred poultry and other livestock have been established.
The health mission has succeeded in greatly reducing the incj.dence of
malaria, syphilis and, through a nationwide vaccination program, is bringing
smallpox under complete control.
A progress report for 1952 indicated that the Liberian Government had
spent $l,l|00,000 on this improvement program during the preceding year while
the discussion on "Point Four" the writer has relied heavily on
Raymond ¥. Bixler' s work; The Foreign jVtiey _of the United States in Liberia.
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the United States had contributed $1,506,000,1
"Point Four" continues to function in Liberia along the line outlined
above while obtaining its financial support from the following three sources?
(1) Grants-in-aid from the Mexican Government; (2) loans from the Eb^ort-
Iraport Bank and the International Bank for Reconstruction and Developments
(3) current liberian government revenues. Some "Point Four*1 projects are
supplemented by private funds» either philanthropic ©r growing out of industrial
activities in the country.
CHAPTER in
LIBERIA TODAY
The main thane of this study deals with the western or capitalistic
type of eeonongr found in Liberia. However, -it is important that the reader
recognize the eristence ©f an Indigenous Economic Structure in Liberia.
The greater portion of Liberiafs population today is indigenous and
a majority of the people still cling to the basic African customs and
attitudes. T© get a complete picture of the modern Liberian economy, a look
at the indigenous structure is necessary.
Spread thinly over the country's forty three thousand square miles
of African territories are the aboriginal people. Most of these people live
in tribal units or tribal lands remote from the two important cities ©f
Monrovia and Harper City.
Land, however acquired, dominates the economic ^rstea of the indig
enous Liberian African. Land provides a dwelling place and is also the source
from which they obtain raw materials for the ultimate satisfaction of their
needs. Ownership of the land is vested in the village.
Whenever a group migrates and resettles9 land is distributed by the
Paramount or Head Chief among the village chiefs. Individual adults may
obtain use of land by application to the village chiefs. The land thus dis
tributed is still tribal property though the user takes to himself the products
grown thereon after having given the chief his share.
•^George ¥. Brown, The Egongimic l&story of Liberia (Washington,
P. 71. ~ " —
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Though communal ownership of land prevails, some classes of goads such
as farm products, animals, and implements may be owned individually.
A man, his wife or wives and their children form the basic economic
unit in native life. Such a family works together to provide its needs and
to meet its communal obligations. Each unit gives part of its production t©
the clan.
Out of his production the native Liberi.an African will pay his tribal
responsibilities and out of the tribal resources he may draw when in need.1
In the same way that land ownership is communal, so is labor. Iribal work
is performed by all members of the tribe without expectation of "pay" as we
know it.
The methods ©f getting goods not produced locally by tribal units is
still barter in many tribal areas in Liberia.
Mary tribesmen are skilled in industrial arts, these skills having
been passed down from generation to generation. Kitchen ware, leather works
and textiles of good quality are produced using primitive methods.
While rice is the most important single crop raised for consumption,
corn, cane, cotton and bananas are also raised in large amounts.
Despite the onslaught to which it has been subjected, African self-
sufficiency remains surprisingly intact. African land, African labor and the
products of these two form the base of Liberia's indigenous economy. Under
the Western system now dominant land without the presence of habitation or not
registered on paper at the Secretary of Interior's Office may be declared open
and free t© be parcelled out or sold off for private use. The indigenous
African never sold his landj it belonged in common t© all members of the tribe
as an equal birth-right and social heritage.
1Ibid., p. 74.
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In addition to the withdrawal of land from native use, there has been
a tremendous drain ©f the manpower from the tribal units. Large scale foreign
corporations which are extracting raw materials from Liberian earth are
employers of thousands of the former tribesmen. Among the largest of these
foreign giants are Firestone and Republic Steel. Firestone alone employs an
average of 25,000, only 300 of which are classified as skilled or semiskilled.1
However, in spite of these strains and restrictions, there still remains in
tact much of the primitive econosy in the hinterlands of Liberia.
This breach between the indigenous African and the Americo-Liberian
has been a major block in the way of fast economic progress in the republic.
Until an adequate system of roads is built, and better methods of communicating
with the tribes are developed, Liberia will continue to have within its borders
two distinct economic systemsj the self-sufficiency economy of the African and
the capitalistic system ©f the ruling class of descendents of the early set
tlers.
Liberia today is a land ©f many contradictions. Rubber production and
export is the heart and core of Liberian economy. It produces about 17 per
cent of the world's supply. Yet, only about 25,000 of the nation's two million-
plus inhabitants are employed by Firestone Rubber plantations, the country's
largest employer.
Monrovia has one of the finest harbors in Africa, built with over
$22,000,000 in American funds, yet has no adequate sewerage or water supply.
One ©f the most important air bases in the world, Roberts Field, is in
Liberia; but the only railroad in the country is a thirty-five mile stretch
from the steel pits in Bond Hills to Monrovia built by Republic Steel Corp.,
NPA, og. cit., p. 65.
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and only about four hundred miles of usable highway existed in 1952.1
Each year some of the tribes have large surpluses* but due to lack
of roads to carry the produots to any central market, they go to waste.
Meanwhile, tribes in other areas are suffering famines.
The official motto of the republic is "The Love of Liberty Brought Us
Here." But the deseendents of the first settlers still distinguish themselves
from the natives by calling themselves "Afro-Americans," and discriminate
against the natives much as their foreparents were discriminated against in
the land from which they fled.
The Liberian Mining Company, a subsidiary of Republic Steel Corp.,
mines some of the richest ore in the world and ships millions of tons of it
a year out of Liberia, but the Liberian .Government gets only 5 cents a ton
for all ore shipped.
Many of these contradictions can be traced to the economic doB&nation
by the United States in Liberia. The American companies have undoubtedly
done much good for the country. Firestone, with help of the Liberian Govern
ment has set up health clinics, research centers and trade school for their
workers.
Still, in the writer's opinion, off-setting these benefits are bad
effects of foreign domination in Liberia. The bulk of the tribespeople do not
fall under the influences of Firestone. These people live in the same primi
tive, communal tribes that "their ancestors lived in, and suffer the same hard
ships their ancestors suffered. Often the clearing of land for new rubber
plantings causes hardships by changing the nature of the land upon which these
native people depend for existence.
Stanley Davis, This is Liberia (New York, 1953), P. 5^.
2Liberia Today, Vol. VII, No. 1, (January, 1958), Cover.
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Liberia(s eeonongr is based on agriculture and it is estimated that
80 per cent of the people are engaged in agricultural activities. Of the
total land area, at least 50 per cent is considered arable. Die remaining
land, except that taken up by towns, roads, or considered as wasteland is
and will probably be retained in forestland.
Except for the Firestone company's plantation and rubber groves of a
few of the wealthier Liberians, the agriculture of the country is largely ©f
the primitive type. Modern farm machinery is virtually unknown nor are
horses or other work animals used. The Liberian Government along with the
assistance of the United States* "Point Four11 program1 have undertaken an
agricultural extension program looking toward the introduction ©f agricultural
methods and equipment suitable to the loeal environment as a means of in
creasing yields and diversifying crops.^
The principal domestic crop produced by the natives is rice. Still,
Liberia in the past has not produced enough riee to feed her population and
limited quantities have to be imported. Liberian foreign trade statistics
show imports of approximately 2,000 tons of rice in 1953. These imports were
made entirely by Firestone for subsidized sale to its employees.^
In addition to rice, the natives grow and consume a number of other
foods including eddoes, sweet potatoes, bananas and other vegetables and fruits.
A limited number of chickens, goats and sheep supply a small amount of protein
food but have to be supplemented by wild garae and fish. Coconut production is
See p.23.
o
United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign Commerce*
Basic Data on the Econoiay of Liberia (Washington, 1955)» P- 3*
3lbid., p. k.
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on the increase along the coastal belt of Liberia. This crop is found around
native villages and is grown principally for local consumption.
Except for wages, the principal cash income of the native people is
obtained from sale of paJm kernels and palm oil. Pala kernel ranks second to
rubber among the agricultural exports of Liberia.1 Lesser export crops at
present are coffee, cocoa, and kola nuts.
Overshadowing all other operations, agricultural and otherwise, is the
rubber production which will be discussed further in the section on foreign
trade.
In 1955* Liberian law required a minimum wag© of H- cents an hour and
a work day not to exceed 8 hours. Liberia's wage structure has generally
lagged behind living costs. A detailed eost-of-living survey has never been
conducted in Liberia nor has a cost-of-living index been maintained by any
government agency as late as 1956. However, it was noted that wages had not
increased significantly in the period 1950 to 1956, while the prices for basic
foodstuffs had increased significantly during the same period.
In 1955* the foreign concessionaires found it hard to recruit a labor
force sufficiently large to realize their production goals. To encourage
employment, the large foreign concerns offered certain incentives, including
free medical attention, housing, education and subsidies for certain neces
sities, but these incentives did not prove to be successful.
The Liberian Government moved a step closer to a realistic approaeh
to the labor supply problem when in 1956 it undertook a population census of
Monrovia. The census was a preview of an all Liberia census that the
Secretary of Agriculture and Commerce recommended as necessary to the proper
*See Table 4, p. 53.
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economic development of the country. This census in Monrovia disclosed a
total population of 41,391—23,309 of which were males between the ages of
15 to itf.
The ten principal employers in Liberia during 1956, of which Fire
stone and the liberian Mining Company are leaders, hired a total of 48,523
African laborers to whom annual wages were reported as $8,?82,3?8, or an
average per capita wage of $181.1
Labor recruiting was also difficult in 1956. Several factors con
tributed to this situation. News of diamond mining areas being opened in
several of the outlying districts attracted increasing numbers of laborers.
These laborers seemed attracted by the higher wages and the improved chances
to make more money quickly. Also, the number of Liberians engaging in
faming and other economic activities on their own made it harder for foreign
corporations to find workers.
The first important legislation affecting employment was. the Workmen's
Compensation and Protection Act of January 29, 19^3.2 In this act, a workman
is defined as a person engaged in an occupation not related to agriculture or
forestry or to the processing of the products of agriculture or forestry.
Secluded are nurses, government employees, domestics, and persons having an
income of over $100.00 a month.
There are no provisions in the act relating to the minimum age of
employees in ary category, to workers in hazardous and fatiguing occupations
or the employment of women and children. Wages are defined as including the
reasonable cost to the employer of furnishing workmen with food, lodging,
U. S. Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign Commerce, Economic Devel
opments in Liberia (Washington, 195?), p. 7*
2
U. S. Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign Commerce, Establishing A
Business in Liberia (Washington, 195^), p. 4.
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medical care and other facilities if customarily furnished by sueh employer
to his workmen.
Foreigners asy engage in such professions as medicine, dentistry,
pharmacy, engineering or accountancy but must register under regulations of
the Department of Agriculture and Commerce before commencing activity.
Persons interested in practicing medicine or dentistry mast obtain
permission and a license from the National Public Health Service. Persons
wishing to practice law must become members of the Liberian Bar and must take
an oath of allegiance to the Liberian Constitution. An oath of allegiance to'
the liberian Constitution by an American would involve loss of United States
citizenship*
A section of the act provides that foreign labor cannot be engaged in
Liberia except in administrative, supervisory, or technical capacities, unless
there is a shortage of Liberians capable of supplying the needs of the employer.
If such a shortage does exist, the employer must gain permission from the
Department of Interior to import such foreign labor as may be needed. This
provision is a clear means of preventing competition for unskilled labor from
outside countries.
The first Liberian labor union was organized and incorporated by an
act of-legislature on December 22, 1949. This union, "The Labour Union of
Liberia," embraces all trades although specifically mentioned in the charter
are chauffers, mechanics, store boys, washermen and clerical employees. The
union may sue and be sued and can carry out other acts which nay generally be
performed by corporate bodies in Liberia. The Liberian Government serves in
an advisory capacity to the union and also assists it financially by direct
grants to help defray its operating expenses. There is no evidence, however,
that the government has sought to dominate the union. The writer has found no
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later reports ©n actions by the Labour Union of Liberia.
Liberian law provides for an 8-hour day and a 48-hour week. As
stated earlier,. unskilled workmen are entitled to a minimon wage of 4 cents
an hour and all work performed in excess of 48 hours per week entitles the
workman to a wage of one and a half times his hourly rate. No foreign work
man may be employed at a wage rate higher than that of a Liberian citizen in
a similar position provided that competency and seniority are taken into con
sideration.
There are no provisions under Liberian labor legislation regarding
safety standardsi unemployment insurance; sanitary standards; sickness bene
fits; social security benefits or guaranteed employment plans* In the absence
of such legislation, however, some companies have adopted policies which do
provide some measure of social security and other benefits. Notable among the
paternalistic employers is Firestone Plantations Corporation, whose practices
concerning employees has been mentioned before in this study.
In response to demand for an effective bargaining agency on the part
of labo? the Labor Congress of Liberia was launched in February of 1954. E$y
mid-year, five constituent unions to the Congress had been formed* (1) The
General Workers* Union, (2) The Dock Workers1 Union, (3) The Mine Workers* UnioQ
(4) The Railroad Workers' Union, and (5) Die Rubber Workers' Union. Total theo
retical membership in the Congress was estimated at 50,000 while paid up and
participating membership was estimated at something less than 1,000. Two branches
of the Congress were established outside of Monrovia, one at Borai Hills and the
other at Greenville.
The Labor Congress of Liberia participated in one strike action of
significance in the spring ©f 1955• The strike had t© do with demands on the
part of members of the General Workers* Union for increased wages in connection
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with their employment by a road construction firm. The Congress negotiated
with management for approximately eight weeks, following which a strike was
called which lasted only two days. The result of the strike was an increase
of from 15 cents an hour to 20 and 25 cents an hour in pay for heavy loachlne
operators and from 5 cents per hour to 6 cents per hour in pay for coramon
laborers. The Liberian Government assisted in settling this strike.
Due largely to the presence of large foreign corporations who employ
huge numbers of laborers, Liberia is not plagued by the problem of unemploy
ment as are most similarly underdeveloped countries. Presently both unskilled
and skilled labor must be imported in many instances to maet the present and
growing demand for labor. There is no doubt in the writer*s mind but that
much of the labor force of Liberia is under-employed and exploited due to the
wage structure.
An estimated 37 per cent of the land area of Liberia is covered with
forest. The composition ©f the forests is extremely complex. Anywhere from
50 to 150 different species of merchantable types of timber may occur in
localized areas. Preliminary estimates indicate that about 32 per cent of
the total land area supports timber considered adequate in extent, quantity,
and quality for future commercial use. About 60 per cent of these forests
lie in the Eastern one-third ©f the country.
Agricultural activities over centuries account for virtually all of
the shrinkage of the forest resources. While the annual clearing of virgin
forest areas for new farms is much less extensive than usually thought, each
under-employment defined: The use of units ©f labor at less than its
potential capacity.
^United States Dept. of Commerce, Economic Development in Liberia
P. 5.
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year some areas are being cleared to the possible detriment ©f future forest
industry. It is estimated that 50,000 acres of forest are being cut down
annually for fanning activities. With a total forest area of 8,700,000 acres
in forest land, the amo-unt being destroyed does not seem to be too signifi
cant. Although some depletion Mill continue to take place through agricul
tural activities, the Liberian Government, with assistance of the United
States Foreign Operations Mission, is taking steps to retard this destruction.
Conservation measures will be imposed on concessionaires to prevent
destructive forest practices. These measures are not intended, however, to
restrict utilization ©f forest resources on a long term self-substained-yield
basis.
Liberia has never had a real forest industry, although exploitation
has recently started on a limited basis. Although complete data is not avail
able, it is believed that the entire Liberian timber exported prior to 1954
did not exceed 22,000 tons. The value ©f Liberian timber exports in 1953 was
$5,458 as contrasted to imports of timber and all wood manufactures of
$126.00.2
The location of Liberia in relation to Europe is highly favorable
with respect to the export of forest products. Through reasonable investaient,
Liberia could in years to come be one of the important exporters of tropical
hardwoods.
The fishing industry has not yet been fully developed in Liberia. A
start was made in 1953 by a firm of raixed Liberian and Italian capital. In
1954, the company had two trawlers averaging a catch of from 3/4 to 1-1/2




crabs and other edible varieties. The company markets its catch in Monrovia.
In addition to the organized fishing company, native fishermen go out
daily in dugouts or canoes and return at the close of the day with a few fish.
The total Liberian catch, however, is not enough to meet even local
demand. All of the days' catch is consumed in the Monrovia area. The opera
tion of the fishing company has caused a drop ©f approximately 50 per cent in
the import of dry or canned fish during the main fishing season which coin
cides idth the dry weather season. The writer feels that with additional
investment, the present facilities could be expanded to meet demand for fish
and, perhaps, give to the investor a fair return.
The minerals known to exist in quantity in Liberia of economic value
are iron ore, gold and diamonds. The occurrence of other metals has been re
liably reported but evidence is lacking as to whether these other metals
exist in sufficient quantities to merit commercial extraction.
Liberia's principle mineral export is iron ore. This mineral is
being extracted by an American corporation, Republic Steel* at its concession
northwest of Monrovia. The compacts first shipment of iron ore was made in
1951 and exports have increased steadily since that time. Reports from the
corporation of exports of iron ore for the first three years were as follows
in tonss 1951* 186,000; 1952, 890,000; and 1953, 1*377,000.
The mining of gold has been engaged in for a number of years. The
mining is done entirely by hand labor using picks, sluice box and pan. The
gold that is mined is obtained along the beds of small streams.
From 193^ "to 19*0 the gold production in Liberia steadily increased.
Since 1944 the production has fallen off. The reasons given for the decline
See Table 1, p. 38.
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VALUE OF EXPORTS BY SOURCE OF PRODUCTION,
1953-1956






























































Source: Foreign Trade Supplement FT Report, Volume 4, No. 1, by
Department of Agriculture and Commerce, Bureau of
Statistics, Republic of Liberia.
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in gold production are given as being due to the gradual exhaustion of the
deposits and the 15 per cent export duty.
Diamonds were found in the Western Province a number of years ago
and, as a result, a small scale mining operation was started by the Liberism
Government which operated during 1936 and 1937. No records are available on
this operation. During 1953, 3,2*6 carats were exported and during the first
half of calendar 195^t escports were reported at ?,Af-20 carats. An ad valorem
export duty of 15 per cent is levied on all exports of industrial and uncut
diamonds.
Manufacturing in Liberia is done on a very modest scale. The chief
items manufactured on any organized basis are bricks, tile, soap and furniture.
Most of the brick, tile and soap are manufactured by foreign concerns. Furni
ture and cabinets are produced by three local manufacturers and a number of
native carpenters. Production is restricted to small scale due t© the absence
of ways of seasoning the wood prior to its use. Also the absence ©f a suffi
cient number of sawmills makes it necessary to import most of the lumber used.
The year 1955 saw several new enterprises launched in Liberia.
Several, modern gasoline pump stations were opened in Monrovia and along the
roads leading into the hinterlands, making it possible to go longer distances
2
into the country, without taking along an extra supply of gasoline.
An American citizen launched a tractor and heavy equipment agency to
provide spare parts and capital equipment for road construction*
A Spanish firm began construction of a textile plant to produce under
shirts and sport shirts with ultimate capacity to be 2,400 units per day.
The four story Monrovia City Hotel was built with Spanish capital and
1Ibid., p. 7.
^United States Dept. of Commerce, Economic Developments in Liberia 1955*
p. 3.
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leased to the Liberian Government. It has twenty-four air-conditioned bedrooms
and is considered one of the best on the western coast of Africa* ills© built
by the same Spanish interests in 1955 was a modern movie house.
Other commercial developments in 1955 included the launching of
several taxicab companies, a bus system in Monrovia, and the opening of a
number of new restaurants and night clubs.
According to the World Trade Information Service Economic Report of
195^1 Liberia is sorely in need of low cost electric power. If economic
development within the country is to improve at a reasonable rate, the power
facilities must be improved. Possible expansion of local industries is
hindered both by. inadequate power facilities and the high prices of the avail
able power. These same high costs restrict wide consumption even by residents
of Monrovia.
The government operates two plants for the city of Monrovia. All
public energy used in Monrovia is distributed and sold by the Liberian
Company under government contract. Other important power plants in Liberia
are those owned by the Free Port ©f Monrovia, Firestone Plantations, Inc.,
and Republic Steel Corp. The report stated that unless the present capacity
was ej^anded that the need for electric power would surely soon outstrip the
amount of power available.
The isolated sections of Liberia still depend on human power as the
sole means of transportation. Mo domestic animal is used nor has any mechan
ical means been introduced. The streams inland are of such nature as not to
be navigable even to native canoes.
It was estimated that in 1955» ^5® miles of all-weather roads existed
in Liberia of which 200 miles was located on the Firestone plantations. By
the end of 1955 only about 15 miles of paved road existed in the country,
1*1
50 per cent more than in 1952.1 The rest of the roadwork in Liberia consisted
of ^-00 miles of roads passable in certain seasons, generally the dry season
from November to April,
$7 the end of 1955* Liberia's merchant marine was the fourth largest
in the world* The popularity of the Liberian flag is due to the very low
registration fees and tonnage taxes charged by the government. In spite ©f
the low fee, vessel registrations provide for ? per cent ©f the governments
revenues during the first eleven months of 1955.
Liberia is serviced by two international airlines, Pan American and
Air France. These two lines provide passenger, mail and freight service*
Liberian National Airways provide service to 11 inland cities where airstrips
are located. Liberia's chief airport is Robert's Field, mentioned earlier in
this study.
International commanieation facilities include air and boat mail
service, radio and transoceanic cable. Internal eoraraunieations include air,
land and boat postal service and radio. Air mail between Liberia and the
United States takes from five to nine days either way. Boat mail takes from
two weeks to thirty days and is dispatched from Liberia only about twice a
month.
Within Liberia, communications are carried on by the Liberia Govern
ment Radio Service by radiotelegraph. Wide use is being made of short-wave
sets by commercial firms requiring contact with their scattered interests.
Monrovia, the ©n3y city with a telephone system, inaugurated in 1952, by 1956
had 700 lines. The capacity of the system at that time was 1,200 lines.
Radiotelephone stations have been set up at key positions in the
xIbid., p. 5.
country which presently make for a rather efficient systea without the use
of telephone lines. There are also two radio stations which broadcast news*
entertainment, and general information.
The medium of exchange in the Republic of Liberia is theoretically
the Liberi.au Dollar. According to an Act of Legislation approved on
June 7, 1935* the Liberian Dollar was established as a gold dollar to the
exact equivalent of the United States Dollar, (fifteen and five over twenty-
one grains of gold) It, therefore, constitutes the monetary unit of the
country.
Prior to 19^3» the British pound sterling was the medium of exchange
and British currency and colas circulated as legal tender in Liberia. Daring
World War II, the government replaced the pound sterling by the United States
Dollar as the medium of exchange and legal tender. The currency now in cir
culation is the United States Dollar, as well as Liberian coinages 50-centj
25-eent} 10-cent; 2»cent| and 1-cent pieces.
Table 2 shows total receipts and expenditures of the Liberian Govern
ment during the period 1939 through the first eleven months of 1955. The
sizable increase in Liberia's revenues beginning in 1951 is due primarily to
the initiation of an income tax program in 1951 retroactive to 1950. The
decrease in 1951 in receipts is due largely to the slump in the price of
rubber thus resulting in a decrease in income taxes upon the rubber companies.
Presently, the main source of government revenue is derived from the income
tax* Second in line of importance are customs duties which with the expan
sion of foreign trade have been steadily increasing. Third in importance is
the royalty paid on iron ore aborted, previously mentioned as having begun
in 1951.
1The Liberian Yearbook,, 1956, edited by Henry B. Cole, 1956.
Froia 1939 until 1950, total annual revenues never rose above $4,000*000
which placed a ceiling on the functions of the government* It had been hard
for the government with its limited revenues to appropriate money for the
needed services such as roadbuilding, education, public health or other im
portant government functions of this type. However, since 1951, it has been
possible for the government to give more attention t© the many needed expendi
tures for economic and social expenditures.
In 1956, it was estimated that 52 per cent of the revenues of the
government ©f Liberia came from the activities of three American firms
operating theres Firestone Plantations Co., Liberian Mining Co., (Republic
Steel) and International Trust Company (in charge of registration of ships).1
Arrangements for tax modification are effected by special agreement
with the president of Liberia and upon approval of the legislatures inasmch
as there is no governing statute. Soiae of the concession agreements currently
in effect provide for tax exemption of five to ten years dating from the start
of operations under the concessions or a maximum percentage of income lia
bility over a set number of years. The Tubman administration has taken these
modifications as one of the means of attracting foreign investments in Liberia.
The income tax, mentioned before as being the most important source
of revenue for the Liberian Government is neither burdensome nor excessive
when compared 'with that of most other countries of the world. The following
is a brief summary of the income tax procedure in Liberia.
The government of Liberia assesses a progressive tax ©n the incomes
of individuals, partnerships and corporations on a graduated scale of rates.
The individual tax is based upon net income and is applicable to citizens and
U. S. Department of Gomerce, Econoiaic Developments in Liberia 19.5,6,
p. 9.
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aFirst eleven months only
Sources: World Trade Information Service, los« §§-§6 and
57-58.
Economic Developments In Liberia 1955 and 1956
alien residents alike.
Ordinary deductions and a statutory deduction of $2,000 are subtracted
from gross income and the tax is then computed at the following rates in per
cents
Net income between? Per cent
$0,01 & $ 2,000 2
2,000 & **,000 4
Moo & 6,000 6
6,000 & 8,000 8
8,000 & 10,000 10
10,000 & 20,000 15
20,000 & 50,000 20
All net income over 50,000 25
The income tax provides further for a tax on the net income of every
domestic corporation, joint stock company, association, or insurance company
and every corporation or insurance company existing under the laws of any
foreign country and licensed to do business in Liberia at the following rates
in per ceats^
Net income between: Per cent
$o.oi 4 $ 5,000 5
5,000 & 10,000 lo
10,000 & 20,000 15
20,000 & 50,000 20
All net income over 50,000 25
Ordinary deductions for individuals include all interest paid during
the year on indebtedness, all other taxes paid within the taxable year, losses
sustained in the taxable year not covered by insurance and contributions to
charitable organizations not t© exceed 15 per cent of net income. Partner
ships are taxed as an entity upon net income. Gross income to partnerships
includes only income from the partnership*s earnings. The schedule of rates




for partnerships is the same as for individuals.
The corporation income tax is not the subject of any statutory ex
emptions but ordinary exemptions of a business nature are allowed. Income
derived from sale or exchange of goods grown, manufactured or produced out
side of Liberia is included in gross income*
A significant provision of the act relates to its being not applica
ble in cases where individuals, partnerships or corporations have contractual
agreements with the republic which explicitly cover taxation.
In spite of the comparative importance of the income tax as a form of
revenue for the liberian Government, the writer feels that in the future, the
schedule of rates can and will be revised as the government becomes aware of
the potential revenue to be; gained from income taxation.
Certain national business taxes, cited below form the completed
structure of revenues from taxation to the government.
MERCANTILE SALES TAX - A 3 per cent sales tax imposed on retail
sales; wholesale transactions are not taxed and businesses having gross
quarterly sales of less than $250 are exempt.
EXPORT TAX - Levied on export of precious metals up t© 15 per cent
of the value of such metals.
LICENSE FEES - Issued to all individuals, corporations, associations
and professional people engaged in business, at varying rates.
REAL ESTATE TAX - One half of one per cent of the assessed value of
buildings and improvements on land and at variable rates on the land itself.
(Aliens may not own land in Liberia but may own buildings ©n Liberian owned
land).
TRANSPORTATION TAX - A $25 annual fee for all passenger cars and
4?
from $50 to $200 for trucks according to tonnage.
VESSEL REOISTRA.TXON AND TONNAGE FEES - Liberia has legislation which
enables foreign vessels to be registered under the XAberian flag* Since
1953* Liberia has registered the largest nmaber of vessels of axy nation in
the world* Registration charge is $1.20 per net ton and annual taxes of
$0,100 per ton are due on January 1 of each year. These fees are the only
ones applicable to shipping enterprises and are guaranteed not to change for
a period of twenty years after the date ©f initial registration. Yessels of
less than 20 tons, engaged oxOj in domestic coraaerce of Liberia, are not re
quired to be registered under the law.
STAMP TAXES - Stamps of small amounts are required on certain types
of documents including deeds, powers of attorney, bills of exchange, etc.
LUXORI TAX - A tax levied on liquors, cigarettes, other tobaccos, per
fumes, jewelry, watches and clocks, etc. carae into effect in 1949.
The Liberian Government at the opening of 1955 showed a cash balance
of $1,018,319 and a public debt totaling $6,3^2,485. As of December 31, I955,
the government's cash positioa was $1,240,624 and the public debt amounted to
$7,9^8,000. At the end of 1956 the government's cash position had improved
with a cash balance of $1,504,354, although its public debt had risen to
$10,8889110. Thus, over a period of two years, its cash position improved by
$486,035, while the public debt increased by $4,545,000.
The $10,888,110 in public debt at the end of 1956 consisted ©f the
following amountss
(1) External debt of $4,751,364 of which $3,985,950 was due the EXIM
Bank and $792,41*+ due to the United States Government for reimbursable mili
tary aid.
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(2) Internal debt of $6,136,745 composed of $3,387,708 in short-term
notes due the Bank of Monrovia! $451,200 due to a construction firm for work
on the Capitols $955,038 due on harbor construction! $950,OQQ due on road
construction; and $392*799 due the Firestone Plantations Company as an in
come tax refund.
Despite the large increases in government reYenue over the last few
years, government expenditures and debts are increasing at a more rapid rate.
This tends to indicate a need for tighter budgetary controls,
A look at Table 2 will reveal that since 1939» with two notable ex
ceptions, 1940 and 1952, the trend in receipts to the government has been up
ward. The reason for the decline in 1940 in receipts can be attributed to
the decline in Mberian easports to Germany which was then at war. Once again
in 1952, there was a decline as compared to the previous year. This time the
decrease was due t© the great slump in world rubber prices during 1952. Since
a large amount of the receipts to the Liberiaii Government comes from the in
come tax, since 1951* paid by Firestone, it is only natural that the decline
in rubber prices would ultimately affect the receipts of the government. As
mentioned before, the big jump of from 3.9 million in receipts in 1950 to
12.8 million in 1951 was due largely to the beginning of the income tax
collections and the beginning of exports ©f iron ©re by the liberian Mining
Compaqy (Republic Steel).
Due to the lack of adequate information on government expenditures it
is impossible to' determine why governmental expenditures exceeded receipts
almost consistently between 1948 and 1954.
The official importing agency for the dollar supply of Liberia is the
.t p. 8.
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Bank of Monrovia, which until 1955 was a subsidiary of the Firestone Tire
and Rubber Company, and which now is an affiliate of the -First National City
Bank of lew York. The net amount of dollars imported into Liberia by the
Bank of Monrovia up to December 31, 1956 was $11,852,956. lo statistics are
available on the dollar amounts brought in or taken out by travelers*
The three principal banking institutions in liberia ares the Baric
of Monrovia; the Bank of Liberia (Swiss-Liberian controlled), and the
Liberian Trading and Development Company, known as TRUDEVCO (Italian con
trolled).
The Bank of Monrovia, discussed above, also operates as the official
depository for the liberian Government*
TRADEVCO, created in 1955* appears to be controlled exclusively by
Italians. Its announced purposes are to provide general banking facilities
to the local business community, and to stimulate trade between Liberia and
Europe, especially Italy* The bank opened its doors on January 1, 1956 and
offers similar services as those offered by the two aforementioned banks, in
cluding discount rates identical to those offered by those two institutions.
The operators of TEADEVCO have set as their goal assets totaling $3,000,000*
The Bank of Liberia, established in 195^ as the Liberian Savings and
Loan Corporation is the third important banking institution in Liberia. It
was the first bank established in Liberia by Liberians. By the spring of
1955» it became apparent to the board of directors of the institution that a
lack of operational know-how of such an institution was handicapping its de
velopment. The board., therefore, turned to non Liberian Interests, namely
the Swiss-Liberian Finance Corporation of Geneva, Switzerland. 'Die charter
for the Liberian Savings and Loan Corporation was withdrawn and by an act of
legislation, dated July 19, 1955» it was replaced by a charter creating the
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Bank of Liberia.
The principal changes effected by this reorganization included the
subscription of the full amount of the authorized capitalization of the bank
($100,000), control of 4? per cent of the bank's stock by the Swiss-Liberian
Finance Corporation and the advancement ©f a $2,000,000 line of credit, prob
ably from the Swiss-Liberian Finance Corporation*
Another change was that the board of directors was enlarged t© permit
two Europeans to sit thereon, and the position of Senior Vice-President was
created to enable the European interests to participate in the day-to-day
operations of the bank. A Swiss national joined the bank to fill this posi
tion in the fall of 1955.
According to WHS Economic Report No. 57-58, in order of their impor
tance in the economy of Liberia, the banks are listed thusi (1) Bank of
Monrovia; (2) the Bank of Liberia; and (3) Liberian Trading and Development
Company.
Many Liberlans urge the establishment of a credit institution which
win extend credit primarily to Liberians interested in entering small enter
prises. Soiae influential Liberians believe that none of the banks listed
above follow connercial banking practices which encourage Liberians to engage
in commercial activity. As a result, an expert was engaged to make an analysis
of local credit facilities in Monrovia. His report indicated a need for such
facilities. His view was that one of the chief functions of a credit institu
tion in Liberia would be to advise Liberians about commercial opportunities,
about organizing and running small businesses, and about using most effective
ly the credit that would, be extended to them.
In August of 1956, the government authorized the establishment of the
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Agricultural Credit Corporation, which is authorized to extend credit to
small Liberian farms* At this writing* the corporation had not been formed.
However, a step in the direction of strengthening credit transactions was
taken in the 1957 session of the National Legislature when a law was enacted
which authorizes a German insurance company to sell insurance relative to
commercial transactions. These and other developments indicate that Liberians
are becoming aware of their own needs and that they are beginning to look at
the problem of obtaining greater credit facilities through their own efforts.
Internal trade is carried on by various techniques, including simple
barter, trading posts in the hinterland and trading firms located mainly in
the larger coastal cities which have stores dealing in wide varieties of
goods.
There are no known advertising agencies. The only known media
available for advertising are newspapers and radio stations.
Commercial credit is provided by the Bank of Monrovia and the Bank of
Liberia. Interest rates on loans are from 5 to 6 per cent.
Three noteworthy developments have occurred in Liberia's foreign
trade daring the past eighteen years. The first concerns the dramatic increase
in total volume of foreign trade. Secondly, the dominant role that rubber
pl^ys in Liberia's foreign trade. In 1953* rubber accounted for 70 per cent
of the total value of all exported commodities.2 At its all-time high in
1950, rubber accounted for nearly 97 per cent of the total exports. The
subsequent decline percentage-wise to 70 per cent is due to the decline in .
rubber prices and the commencement of exportation of iron ore in 1951»"/
Table 3, p. 52.
2See Table hf p. 53 #
■>U« S. Department cf Commerce, Basic Data on Economy of Liberia, p. 11.
TABLE 3
VALUE OF FOREIGN TRADE, 1939-1956


































































































Sources Department of Agriculture and Commerce* Bureau of
Statistics, Republic of Hberia FT Report, 1956,
Vol. 4P No. 1.
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TABLE 4
VALUE AND QUANTITY OF EXPORTS BY COMMODITY, 1953-1956























































































































































Source: Foreign Trade Supplement FT Report, Volume 4, No. 1, by Department of Agriculture
and Commerce, Bureau of Statistics, Republic of Liberia.
Thirdly, with the economic recovery of western Europe, the dominant position
in trade which has been maintained by the United States is beginning to shift
t© the former area, notably West Germany and Belgium. In this regard, from
to 1952, the United States received 90 per cent or more of Liberia's ex
ports, in 1953* however, the United States only accounted for 73.7 per cent.2
In addition to rubber and iron ore, Liberia e^qports a number of
agricultural commodities. Foremost among these are pain kernel, piassave,
cocoa, and coffee.
Of Liberia's nearly $26,000,000 in imports, in 1955 almost 28 per
cent were manufactured goods, the largest portion of which were cotton and
other fabrics. Second in line with 2^ per cent were machinery and transporta
tion goods. Food was third at 13.1 per cent, followed by miscellaneous manu
facturers at 10.7 per cent; mineral salts at 8.** per cent and chemicals at
7.9 per cent. The significant increase in the value of imports since 1951
is a reflection of the increased government reveaies.
In relation to the international flow of goods a ''favorable balance
of trade" exists when there is an excess of merchandise e^orts over merchan
dise imports, and "unfavorable balance of trade" when there is an excess of
imports over exports.^
Usually an unfavorable balance of trade will indicate an outflow of
funds from a country in the form of payment for the excessive jutports.
Either that or the country with the unfavorable balance of trade has to have
credit extended to it bj the countries from which it has to import. Plainly,
Table 5, p. 55.
2See Table 6, p. 56, and MTIS 55-58, p. 11.
•^Laurence Towle, International Trade and Commercial Policy (New York,
. 55*
TABLE 5
VALUE OF EXPORTS BI COUNTRY OF DESTINATION, 1953-1956




















































Sources Department of Agriculture and Commerce, Bureau of Statistics,
Republic ©f Liberia Foreign Trade Supplement FT Report, 1956,
Yolume 4, No. 1.
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TABLE 6





















































(1) less than 0.1 per cent
Sources Department of Agriculture and Coimeree, Bureau
of Statistics, Republic of Liberia Foreign
Trade SuppleMeat FT Report* 1956, Volume 4,
Mo. 1.
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this earmot continue to exist for an indefinite period or the country
affected will surely face a financial crisis,, Froxa Table 2, p« ^A, it can
be seen that since 1939* Liberia has enjoyed a favorable balance of trade*
Without the influence of rubber e^ortation and,, lately* the exportation of
iron ore, it is doubtful that balance of trade would have been favorable
during any of the years covered by the available statistics*
While the balance ©f trade has been favorable, the balance of inter
national payments situation for the years for which statistics were obtained
does not give the same picture.
A comprehensive statement which shows all inward and outward payments
to be made across a nation's boundaries is known as a "balance of inter-
2
national payments«M Commonly credits refer to inflow of payments while
debits refer to the outflow of payments* If a country has a debit balance,
it would mean that the net flow of funds has been out of the country while
a credit balance would mean a net flow of funds into the country.
For the years studied here and as indicated in Table 7» p. 58, there
were net debit balances for both years* The reader's attention is called
especially t© Item No. 6, in Table 7$ which shows the amount of returns on
Investment made by foreign interests which were taken out of the country
during the two years*
On the credit side there were significant amounts of private capital
invested in Liberia (Section C) evidently in anticipation of future investment
income to be realized,
■'•The writer was only able to obtain statistics on the balance of
payments for the years 1955 and 1956. M© data have been provided to the
International Monetary Fund for the years prior to 1953• Th© years 1954-
1955 appeared in Volume 8 of the IMF Yearbook, a cojy of which the writer
could not obtain. Table 7* included in this study, therefore, has informa
tion for half of the four years for which data are available*
og. cit.» p. 56.
TABLE ?
LIBERIA, BALANCE OF INTERNATIONAL PAYMENTS
1955 and 1956
(In thousands of U.S. dollars)
















MET TOTAL (1 through 9)
MET TOTAL (1 through 10)
C. Capital and Monetary Gold
Private, excluding banks
11. Long-terro liabilities
12-14-. Assets and short-term liabilities
Official and Banking Institutions
15. Long-term liabilities
Export-Import Bank Loans received
Repayments on Export-Import Bank loam
■ 16-18, Assets and short-term liabilities
19. Monetary gold







































































































See notes on following page*
Source: International jgonetary Fund Balance of Payments Yearbook, Ninth
Edition, April, 1958. ~~~~ " """"-"
IOHS TO TABLE ?
The table is based on data provided to the Fund by the Bureau of
Statistics of the Department of Agriculture arid Commerce of Liberia*
Transactions of the foreign-owned fleets operating under the Liberian flag
are not -included in the table* The Liberian merchant fleet does not
actually form a part of the economy of Liberia* since the individuals or
companies that own the ships are residents of other countries and the only
income Liberia derives from the fleet is in the form cf taxes and registra
tion fees*
Details of some of the entries are given in the following notes.«
The figures are oppressed in thousands of U. S. dollars.
Item Is The credit entries cover the trade returns figures for
exports f.o.b, (42,840 for 1955 and 44,538 for I956) less an adjustment for
personal effects (546 for 1955 and 1,650 for 1956). The debit entries
cover the trade returns figures for imports f.o.b. (25,965 for 1955 and
26,?99 for 1956) less an adjustment for personal effects {30 for 1955 and
? for 1956) and banknotes (111 for 1950• See also note to item 10. The
trade returns figures are shown in the table on World Trade in ITS..
Item 2s The entries cover sales of newly mined gold to the monetary
authorities (see note to item 19).
Item 3s The credit entries cover expenditures in Liberia of
foreigners traveling on business* The debit entries cover expenditures
abroad by Liberian students (497 for 1955 and 488 for 1956), government
officials (246 for 1955 and 1.0 for 1956, and businessmen (10 for 1955 and
44 for 1956).
Item 42 The credit entries for ether transportation cover port
and harbor dues* and the debit entries coYer passenger fares*
Itea 5s The entries cover insurance on imports.
Item 6: The entries cover profits of foreign firms operating in
Liberia (24,096 for 1955 and 29,834 for 1956) and interest paid on loans
(133 for 1955 and 316 for 1956).
Item 7s The credit entries cover* foreign diplomatic expenditures
(1,003 for 1955 s^d 603 for 1956)» vessel registration fees and tonnage
taxes (1,100 for 1955 and 1,444 for 1956), and consular fees (271 for 1955
and 311 for 195<5.) The debit entries cover diplomatic expenditares (7^5
for 1955 and &■*? for 195^)# contributions to international agencies (66
for 1955 and 70 for 1956), and consular fees (9 for 1955 and 8 for 1956)*
Item 8s The credit entries cover rentals and other expenditures
in Liberia by nonresident coapani.es.
Item 9s The entries cover institutional remittances.
Itea 10: The entries are the counterparts cf those imports under
U# S. and UN aid programs that are included in item 1, debit. According
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to U. S. official sources the total values of goods and services furnished
by the United States under aid amounted to $1,697,000 for 1955 and
$1,408,000 for 1956, Data on the total value of aid provided under UN
programs are not available*
Item 11; The entries eover increases in foreign direct investment
in Liberia*
Item 19i The entries cover purchases of newly mined gold from the
public by the monetary authorities (see note to item 2}.l
lflliberia,0 International Monetary Fond Balance of Payments Year
books Ninth Edition* April, 1958* Liberia—page 2.
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Obviously, two years data are not sufficient to establish a
trend, however, the writer believes that, were data available for the
past twenty years, that the debit balance in the Investment Income item
(A-6) would exceed the credit balance in the private capital item (C-ll,
12} by sore than enough to be called a just return on invested capital*
A word about the government's policy on investment might help in
the understanding of the flow of investment capital into Liberia and the
flow of incase on investment out of the country.
The government of Liberia, in recognition of the need for foreign
capital investment to develop the country's economic resources has tradi
tionally followed a policy aimed at maintaining a favorable investment
climate. The government has attempted to remove as far as possible legal
barriers and burdensome restrictions on new investment capital and has in
the past offered specified inducements to the entry of foreign investment
funds. Among these are tax concessions or exemptions designed to enable
companies to recover a portion of their capital investment.1 Also, certain
exemptions from import duties may be allowed for materials and equipment
needed in the operation of a concession.
A stable government, the absence of burdensome restrictions and a
•'reasonable*' tax system have all helped to make Liberia attractive to
foreign investment capital.
It seems reasonable to assume that, if Liberia continues this
"open door" policy, that investment capital will continue to flow into the
country at a rapid pace as long as there remain resources t© be developed.
The writer hopes, and will state his reasons for these hopes later,
page
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that in the near future the make-up of Liberia's economy will be such
that she no longer will have to appeal to outside capital for developaent
of her resources as she now has to do.
CHAPTER IV
BLOCKS TO ECOKOMEG PROGRESS
To this points this study has attempted to present important
facts one would need to know in order to have an understanding of the past
development and the present structure of the Liberian economy. The present
chapter poses the basic problems confronted by the Liberian economy today.
Economic progress will not occur unless the atmosphere is favorable
to it. The people of a country must desire progress, and their social*
economic* legal and political institutions must be favorable to it. Also*
economic progress will not be desired in a community where the people do
not realize that progress is possible,
"Even where people know that a greater abundance of goods and
sendees is possible* they may not consider it to be worth the effort.
Lack of interest in material things or a relative preference for leisure
both contribute to slow down economic progress.
In the writer's judgment* in a country such as Liberia* where the
concentration of econoisic and political power is in the hands of a small
class» whose main interest is the preservation of its own wealth and
privileges* economic progress will remain greatly retarded until such time
as a social change has come- about and there is a shift in the distribution
of income and power, Thus* it is the viriter's opinion that the foremost
hindrance to economic progress in Liberia is the division between the ruling
descendants of the settlers and the great majority—the tribal peoples.
An agricultural economy, such as that found in Liberia must have
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the advantages of improved technological knoxfledge if the econoqy is to
advance from the agricultural stage to an industrial one. In order even
to introduce the relatively simple agricultural improvements to the masses,
there is need for a well-qualified staff of technicians to reach and teaeh
the fanners. Unless the agricultural system is improved beyond the sub-
sistance level so that capital might be accumulated from the sale of the
products of the improvements, there can never be a transformation from an
agricultural economy to an industrial one. Most Xaberian farmers are too
poor even to buy the relatively inexpensive producers goods such as improved
seeds, fertilizers and insecticides.
It is coiamonplace that economic progress is a function, aaong other
things, of the rate of new capital formation. In most countries #xere
rapid economic progress is occuring, net capital formation at home is
at least 10 per cent of the national income, and in some it is sub
stantially higher. By contrast, in Host under-developed countries,
new capital formation is not as high as 5 per cent of the national
income, even when foreign investment is included. In many of these
countries, the savings have been sufficient only to keep up with
population growth, so that only a negligible amount of new capital,
if any, has actually become available for increasing the average
standard of living. How to increase the rate of capital formation
is, therefore, a question of great urgency.1
The main source of increased domestic capital formation is savings.
In Liberia where the wage structure is so low and many of the citizens are
not even wage earners, it is easy to see why the rate of savings is very
low. Since capital is scarce in Liberia, and the writer assumes that it
follows that the real rate of return on investment is high, it seems -un
fair that the banks only offer rates of about 3 per cent, certainly no great
inducement to potential savers*"
-"■United Nations Department of Economic Affairs, Measures for the
Econoaie BgvBl££ffleMt of Under-Developed Countries (New York, May, 195lJ7 p. 35.
2
In a conversation with Mr. Romeo Horton, President, Bank of Liberia,
in December, 195?, the writer was informed that the rate of interest at his
institution was usually 2 to 3 per cent on savings.
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It seems probable that a large part of the near capital made
available to Liberia has passed through the hands of the government,
especially in the form of duties on exports. Though lack of information
concerning governmental expenditures prevents substantiation of this con
tention, the writer nevertheless thinks it quite possible that too large
a part of this available capital has been used to finance public under
takings » while private enterprise in Liberia remains relatively starved for
capital* Admittedly, there is a.great need in Liberia for public under
takings, still, there is just as great a need for extra, capital in the
hands of small farmers and in the small manufacturing sector*
In a country such as Liberia where there is no actual labor surplus,
industrialization mist wait upon agricultural improvement. This is true
because industry should receive only those persons whose labor is no longer
required in the production of food. The improvement of agriculture and
the development of industry go hand in hand; however, with the improvement
of agriculture getting the prior urgency* Thus, the conclusion Jtay be
drawn that the problem in Liberia is not to choose between developing
agriculture or developing industry; both mist be pursued*
A further hindrance to the agricultural improvement, as Mentioned
earlier in this study, is the lack of adequate roads into the interior
whereby the surpluses not needed on the subsistence level by the natives
rsight find their way into the exchange econoBy,
Since the incumbency of President Tufoman, the Liberian Government
has pursued what is known as "The Open Door Policy.11 In discussing the
policy, President Tubiaan saids
...the nation adopted and observed the policy of allowing an
initial period of exemption froa certain types of taxes, for
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limited periods* in order that a part of initial investment night
be recovered. It has also maintained freedom of capital; there
are no restrictions on the transfer or withdrawal of dividends
and profits, nor in confiscatory taxation, constricting restric
tions, strangulation or expropriation of foreign capital invest
ment,-
While the benefits derived from the pursuit of this policy by-
Liberia are too numerous to enumerate within the scope of this study,
suffice it to be said here that the "Open Door Policy" has encouraged
tremendous amounts of foreign capital investment in Liberia.
There are several potential dangers arising from this situation.
First, there is the danger of foreign control of important sectors of the
econony. Nearly monopolistic control of the rubber and iron ore exports
by foreign concerns in Liberia testify to this. Second, the cost of
foreign private capital is very often too high. For example, the rate of
return on United States foreign investments in 1948 was about 1? per cent,
while the rate of_return on United States domestic investments was about
14 per.cent.^ iff -on the one hand, flThe Open Door Policy" succeeds in
drawing the needed capital and on the other hand, the returns to the
foreign investors are extremely high, there erists a situation unfavorable
for maximum economic development within Liberia* It seems odd that the
policy of "Liberia for Liberians" which limits land ownership to Africans
or descendants of Africans does not also seek to prevent exploitation of
the nation's resources, derived froa the land.
With the wage structure as it is in Liberia, there is very little
purchasing power* Demand for consumer goods above the subsistence level
is non-existent in many sectors of the country. With the shortage of labor,
^Anderson, og. cits, p. 2.
2United Nations Department of Economic Affairs, og9 cits, p. 81.
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It would seem that the wage Increases would at least keep up slth the
rises in the cost of living* The writer, feels that Mages remain low
primarily because to raise the minimum would increase the cost of labor
to foreign concerns, thus the appeal of low cost to the investor would
lose some of its affect*
In the writerfs opinion, a multitude of the blocks to economic
progress in Liberia arise oat of three basic factors: (1) The division
between the so-called "Arasrico-Liberians11 and the indigenous Liberian
African native tribes; (2) insufficient attention to the development of
the agricultural section of the econosqy; (3) lack of means for capital
formation for developiaent within the economy.
CE4PXSR ¥
A PLAN FOR PROMOTIOI OF FUTURE GROWTH AND D3VSLOPMEHT
It is hoped that the reader has been made aware of the great
strides forward ■which have been and are being made by the Idberian
economy. However, it is important also to realise that there is need
for ranch i.'nproveraent in many areas of the econoiiy*
Relations between the two parts of the population are changing.
In the early days, the tribal people were viewed by the descendants of
the settlers with a mixture of contempt for their primitive way of life
and of fear of their numbers and potential power. They were not really
recognized in the organisation of government* Econo'sically, they were
regarded as no more than a source of cheap or unpaid labor and of such
taxes as could be le¥ied against those within reach of the government's
authority. No provisions were made for their education, improvement of
their health conditions, or economic development* For all practical
purposes, they were treated as a subject people and not as members of the
Liberian nation with the rights and privileges pertaining thereto*
This attitude began to change at the beginning of the twentieth
century. A discussion of the arrangements to bring the tribal society
into the government is a part of Chapter I.
The greatest progress, however, has been made since the election
of President Tabaaii in 19^3• He follows what he calls the "unification
policy"—that is the gradual integration of the tribal peopls into the
political, economic, and social life of the country and aims at their
eventual participation as full and equal citizens*
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This policy is based upon recognition of the fact that it would be
neither desirable nor practicable to attempt to dissolve the tribal society
rapidly and to eapeet the tribal people to assume quickly the idghts and
obligations of the Liberians.
To dissolve the tribal element too rapidly or too brutally would
expose the whole country to the social disorders and mass irrationalities
arising from a widespread sense of rootlessness and a lack of a fee-Hug of
belonging. Also, as a practical matter, Liberia is not economically able
nor does it have the political and social experience required to provide
quickly the neeessazy new frameworks of order and meaning for large
numbers of tribal people.
The primary aims of the unification policy are to overcome the
serious deficiencies of the existing tribal society and to provide its
meabers with the minimum qualifications necessary to participate effectively
in the economic and political life of the country. Acceptance of these
limited objectives means that, for the time being, the government has had
to reconcile itself to continuation of many tribal customs which It dis
approves. For example, polygamy, the secret society* debtor servitude,
local government by the hierarchy of chiefs, etc* Over the longer period,
it is hoped that these and other tribal institutions and customs will die
out as the unification policy produces results and as Liberian economic
and political development progresses.
As roads are developed into the hinterlands, and more intimate con
tact with the tribal people becomes possible, the process of unification is
expected to speed up.
It has been mentioned before in this study that the ecoHOE^r of
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Liberia is essentially agricultural in nature. It naturally follows that
if Liberia is to advance economically, there must be improvement in the
agricultural sector of the economy.
As agricultural development proceeds, manpower shifts from
agricultural into manufacturing industry, because technical progress snakes
it possible for the populations to be fed from the labors of a smaller and
smaller proportion of itself. The labor thus released raove from agriculture
into other occupations.
The measures needed to bring about improvements in agriculture cover
a wide range and include irrigation, soil conservation measures, use of
fertilizers, mechanisation, systems to improve methods of cultivation and
rural education. Admittedly, Liberia has to look outside of its boundaries-
for help in this situation. A good example of the type of aid available
through the United Nations Organization is the Food and Agriculture Organ
isation (PAO), a most valuable potential source of outside help in the
development of agriculture in Liberia. The purposes for which IDA was
formed include:
raising levels of nutrition and standards of living of the peoples
under their respective jurisdictions,
securing improvements in the efficiency of the production and
distribution of all foods and agricultural products,
bettering the conditions of rural populations and thus contributing
toward an expanding world economy,
to furnish such technical assistance as governments may request,
to organize, in cooperation with the governments concerned, such
missions as may be needed to assist them to fulfill the obliga
tions arising from their acceptance of the recommendations of the
United Nations Conference on Food and Agriculture! and,
generally, to take all necessary and appropriate action to imple
ment the purposes of the Organization.2
■^United Nations, op_. £it., p. 21.
o* v-,4* Uni1^ Nations Department of Economic Affairs Division of Economic
Stability and Development, Technical Assistance for Economic Development
Available Through the UnitecTTjggtjng and the 5p'ecHlTz"e"a"'Agencies (Mew York.
19U&} p 2lT ' " " ""*" " " ■.
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The government of Liberia is doing a creditable job in its efforts
to improve the organization of Liberian agriculture. Among the things
being done are the introduction of new methods'of production, the intro
duction of new planting stock* and experimentation of all types* Technicians
from the United States Operations Mission and. the Food arid Agriculture
Organisation of the United Nations are assisting the Department of Agri
culture and Commerce in planning and in executing the various aspects of
the program to raise Liberia's agriculture from a primitive subsistence
level to an efficient coiar.:ercial level of extensive agriculture. The
writer predicts that the success of the program will become evident in the
next few years as the volume, variety and quality of the agricultural pro
ducts of Liberia improve.
The policy of the government of Liberia is gradually to encourage
the diversification of agriculture from one crop (rubber). At present,
the efforts seem tc be toward the diversification of the tree crops,
especially coffee, cocoa, and paM kernels• Die government, through its
extension nurseries has distributed young coffee and cocoa plants tc young
Liberian farriers throughout the country.
To speed up its policy of diversifying its agriculture and
increasing production, the government created the National Production
Council (BPO) in August, 195^. As the name suggests, the Council is con
cerned with all aspects of economic production, but its emphasis has been
upon expanding agricultural production.
The Council is composed of twelve high government officials and
prominent Liberlans, representative of labor, industry, and commerce. In
the Council planned to set minimum production quotas for each crop,
Department of Commerce, Economic Developments in Liberia 19J)§,
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guarantee loans, and arrange for warehousing, transportation, marketing,
grading, and publicity of domestic products of Liberia. Ho information
is available at this.writing concerning the success of this program.
It is evident that Liberia is attempting to expand its agricultural
economy as fast as possible within its limitations.
Because of the lack of knowledge of the value of crop rotation,
soil exhaustion is already a problem in parts of Liberia. In the areas in
which there is an outflow of laborers going to work for foreign concerns,
agriculture is adversely affected. This situation makes urgent the
adoption of measures to reduce the outflow of labor by increasing opportu
nities for earning money within the indigenous agricultural economy.
In the process of economic developnent it is to be expected that
an Increasing proportion of resources will move from agriculture into
local industry both for consumption and for capital formation. The rate
at which such a shift of resources can take place depends in a large
degree upon the rate at which increase in the productivity of agriculture
can be achieved.
Associated with economic growth is an increase in capital per head.
It should be understood, however, that capital is not the only requirement
for growth and if capital is made available without there being at the same
time a suitable framework for its use, it will go to waste,1 The discussion
which follows will' deal with possible methods of capital formation open to
Liberia* The first section deals with the domestic problem.
The first possibility dealt with is that of financing part of the
required capital formation by using the gold and currency which lie in the
3-W. Arthur Lewis, The Theory of Economic Growth (Homewards Illinois,
1955). P. 201. ~ *""" ——•—
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hoards of private individuals within the' country, The National Planning
Association, in its study of the Firestone operations in Liberia, stated
in essence that often native Idberians go to work for Firestone in order
to build up a cash reserve sufficient to achieve desired goals, perhaps
to buy a truck or to obtain the "bride price." If these reserves could
be channeled into institutions which might put them to work, it would
prove beneficial to both the individual and the econoBy as a whole. Dae
to the low income of the average wage earner in Liberia, however, it is
doubtful that these hoards could provide the econoray with ary significant
amount of funds.
The prineipal alternatives to cash are bank deposits, bonds and
other obligations, precious metals and fixed (investment) assets* There
is no doubt that it is desirable for an under-developed country to en
courage saving in the form of savings accounts, ordinary bank deposits,
bonds and other financial instruments while at the sane time it is important
to discourage the private holdings of precious metals or of certain types
of fixed assets which the low income people could very well postpone; i.e.
luxury apartment buildings, amusement parks and. the like.
The writer feels that there is an urgent need in Liberia for the
type of financial institution which will encourage entrepreneurship on the
part of the native Liberians.
For many reasons there as of yet, very few Liberiaa businessmen.
la part, this is due to the particular stage of Liberia's economic and
social deTelopaent. Business opportunities and knowledge are still
liiaited; capital accumulation in the hands of private individuals is
"Bride price: customary payment to family of the bride when the
daughter is taken in marriage.
relatively scarce; economic risk taking is an unfamiliar experience to
Liberians and mutual confidence is one another's business judgment and
financial integrity is largely lacking.1
Politics, government services and the legal and teaching professions
still tend to be regarded as the most worthwhile occupations and conspicuous
consumption absorbs the largest portion of the accumulated incomes. To the
extent that private Liberian investment occurs, it is still mainly in
agriculture, in housing* and in foreign securities, principally .American.
Recently, lkraever, some of the younger Liberians, mostly foreign educated,
have begun to invest in coiamercial adventures—banking, fishing, and small
manufacturing*
As a consequence of this situation, the commercial life of the
country is almost completely in the hands of the Lebanese, in whose small
retail shops, located in every tov/n and village, the Liberians work as
clerks." Generally, the Lebanese do not become permanent residents of
Liberia* but return to their native land after accumulating enough noney
to purchase a farm or business at hoEe. All significant plantation, Eiining,
manufacturing, and shipping er.terprizes have been started and are owned and
managed by either American and European companies or by the Liberian Govern
ment itself*
Nevertheless, many Liberians, particularly those who are -sell edu
cated, are intensely interested in economic advancement and are eager to
see their country benefit from development of its natural resources and
improvement of its productivity.
Eatiomal Planning Association, og. city, p. 19#
2XfaicL, p. 20.
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The writer feels, then, that a step in the right direction would
be the increasing interest on the part,of Liberiana in financial institu
tions -which would encourage and aid Iiberians in the establishment of their
own commercial enterprises.
Presently, the types of commercial activities Host suited to in
vestment by Iiberians, in the writer's opinion, are those which do not
call for large initial capits.1 outlays nor for much purchasing power on
the part of the potential customers.
The writer suggests that service establishments such as barber or
beauty shops and auto repair garages present logical choices for invest-
Bent by "business-Biinded11 Liberians. Small retail establishments dealing
in food, clothing, or hardware would also seem to offer attractive possi
bilities.
For the smaller cities and. towns, the writer feels that groups of
Liberians, by pooling their resources, could very well open up general
stores to supply most of the basic necessities for the local population.
Certainly, the Liberians who now work as clerks for the Lebanese
can gain enough managerial knowledge to operate their own establishments*
Once again, the need for financial institutions to extend credit to those
establishing businesses becomes apparent.
Another source of capital open to the Mberian econoray is taxation.
This could be brought about by stiff taxes on luxury items which would cut
down on conspicuous consumption and thus make available more funds for
savings or investment. While this method might not be a means of obtaining
any great amounts of capital, it has its effect in gaining the confidence
and cooperation of the low and middle income groups for its development
program.
?6
Ihe government could encourage communities to undertake their own
projects such as schools or roads* In doing so, the government could
help cover part of the costs and at the same time stimulate interest in
the local development through the use of resources which would otherwise
be idle. Any means of arousing the enthusiasm of the masses of the people
and of stiBiulating them to want further improvement is strongly to be
supported*
In Mberia's present stage of economic development, even if the
domestic finances were efficiently mobilized and directed to productive
investment, it would not be enough to produce a satisfactory rate of
economic development. The addition of outside financial resources, there
fore, is, and will be, a necessary and a substantial feature of the future
economic development of Iiberia.
Private direct investments have played and will continue to play
a predominant role in the financing of economic development in Liberia*
These private direct investments have several distinct advantages for
Liberia. One of them is the combination of capital, technology and
managerial skill which is brought into the economy. Direct investment is
flexible in that it allows for varying degrees of participation with local
capital. Mother advantage, from the balance of payments point of view is
that direct investments do not create a fixed burden of outpayments in
times of declining activity and trade.
On the other hand, private direct investments are attracted to
those areas for which there is a market for the products or raw material
thus obtained. It does not necessarily follow that market demand will lead
to a balanced all-round development. Only where there is a possibility of
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producing for export to the world market, or for a particular foreign
market is there special inducement to the foreign investor. Good examples
of these are the rubber and iron ore producing concerns which have major
concessions in Liberia and produce mostly for the American market.
Certainly national policies as exemplified in "The Open Door
Policies11 of the government offer no hindrances to the foreign private
investor.
While the writer feels a need for general tightening of the terms
by which foreign investors may enter Liberia, he also feels that until the
economy has developed to a much larger degree it will still need to look
to outside direct investment as a primary source of capital.
A second source of outside capital to the econoay of Liberia is
through private lending from foreign interests. Because of the relatively
stable fiscal policies of the liberian Government and its past history of
having set its financial obligations, it is considered a good credit risk.
An example of the use of this source by Liberia is the loan to Liberia
by The Finance Corporation of America in 1926.
There may frequently arise development projects which seem more
suited to international'loans than to private interests. Such projects as
communications, power, or transportation may be of such size as to be un
attractive to private capital. 'While these large projects are not shunned
altogether by private capitals the trend is toward loans under international
auspices.
Liberia has used, and the writer believes that in the future con
tinued use would be wise, the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development and the Export-Import Bank (EXIM), in situations requiring loans
•%ee page V4-,
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of significant proportions. The International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development has as its primary function the provision of funds for
economic developments either by direct loans or the guarantee of private
loans and investments. The bank has found it advisable to perform
certain technical aduisory functions in connection with many of its loans.1
The Export-Import Bank performs the same functions bat is under the
auspices of the United States Government while the International 3aak for
Recoastractioa and Development operates under the auspices of the United
llatlons Organization.
It East be reali&sd that mere accumulation of capital from domestic
aad international sources is not sufficient for economic development. Once
this capital is accumulated, it has to be channeled into the most pro
ductive sources. The burden, therefore, falls on the Liberian Government
to see to it that the accumulated capital is utilized ia such a manner as
to best aid in the all-around development of the econots^.
la the writer's opinion, a logical first step toward an increased
rate of economic growth would be to intensify the education of Iiberians
on all levels toward the point where they will be qualified to manage their
own financial and commercial activities*
The writer suggests that as technical and mechanical skill have
been imported for agricultural and industrial development, also could
educational and managerial skill be imported to aid education and the
development of the commercial arts. The Liberian Government could make
attractive offers to educators aad sen with roanagerial abilities to go to
"United Nations, Technical Assistance fog Econoaic_ Development (New
York, 19^3), p. 28. " ' ' " ——- —
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Liberia and help in this educational process.
Only when the people are made aware of their capabilities and
their hidden talents are developed can the spark of incentive be ignited




Liberia has corae a long way since its beginnings as a republic in
1847. It has survived the threats to its sovereignty posed by the im
perialistic designs of the great European powers during the last half of
the nineteenth century. Hie financial crises of the early twentieth
century were also faced and overcome*
There is good reason to believe that Liberia can continue and
even accelerate the economic progress of the last decade* This progress
shall depend largely on overcoming three types of shortages—-of labor,of
capital, and what might be called the spirit of enterprise*
The prevention of a possible labor shortage which could seriously
limit the economic development of the country depends primarily oa the
ability of the subsistence tribal eeonon^r to release workers for more pro
ductive types of employment. This, in turn, will depend upon increasing
the efficiency of food production so that a larger quantity eaa be raised
with fewer workers* Liberia is presently undertaking programs which will
assist in obtaining this objective. However, the writer feels that efforts
need to be intensified in this area to assure that the food and labor
supply will be sufficient to meet its future needs*
Liberia*'s development capital comes from United States Government
loans and grants, from private foreign investment and from Liberia's
domestic sources* The first source will continue and could very well expand
in the light of Liberia's needs and of its importance to the United States
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as demonstrated during 'Joi-ld war II. New private investment by foreigners
depends essentially upon the continuance of MThe Open Door Policy" which
has been notably successful during the past decade in stimulating this
source of capital. Ike writer was unable to study fully the details of
"The Open Door Policy" and is, therefore, unable to justly appraise its
total importance or its. shorteoiEings in the desired functions of the pro
gram for economic development.
In the long ran, Liberia must rely heavily on its domestic sources
of capitali to date, the largest portion of the investment within the
country has been channeled through the government budget in the fora of
taxes. This situation will undoubtedly continue for a considerable period*
Basically, this is a reflection of the limited savings ability, the
prefereuce for foreign investaent by wealthier Liberians and the fact that
rsany projects can only be financed ;d.tfa government funds. It follows then
that revenues to the Idfcerian Government should be steadily expanded; also,
it is desirable that greater efficiency in collection of taxes and the
expenditure of government funds be effected*
The third essential to economic progress is the development of a
spirit of enterprise among the Liberians themselves. This is greatly
hampered by lack of faith among the Liberians in each other's sense of
financial responsibility and their preference for foreign as compared with
domestic investment. These attitudes .are slowly changing under the impact
of more modars ^ays of thinking. Still, it would be greatly desirable to
accelerate this process. The viriter believes that foreign concerns could
make a valuable contribution along these lines. The foreign concerns pro
vide living examples of the material rewards of private enterprise and its
importance to the comMunity. They can also familiarize Liberians with
modern business attitudes and help spread the necessary managerial and
technical skills. In addition, there is much that the Liberian Government
can accomplish by making low-interest, long term capital and financial and
technical advice available to Liberians who lack the necessary resources
for starting their own small establishments in retailing, manufacturing,
or the services.
The social problem of division between the "Anerieo-Liberians" and
the tribal peoples has and will have its economic implications as mentioned
earlier in this study. Until this division is erased, economic progress
will not achieve its maximum speed.
Liberia is fortunate in that it does not have some of the economic
problems of other under-developed areas. There is no pressure of a teeming
population on limited natural resources. There are no industrial workers
herded into compounds or slums.
Perhaps the greatest uncertainty in Liberia's economic, political
and social future is the question of a successor for President Tubman when
he retires or dies. The writer notes that he has recently bowed to public
demand that he seek re-election for a fourth terra in 19$9. Due to the
breadth of his understanding and wisdom, President Tubman seems to over
shadow his contemporaries. Only an equally distinguished man could take
his place in keeping Liberia fiimly on the road to economic, social, and
political progress. It is hoped that Liberia can and will find the right
Ran when he is needed.
In conclusion, the economic prospects for Liberia are reasonably
bright for the foreseeable future. Its performance in the past, particularly
during the past decade and the present attitudes and capabilities provide
assurance that economic progress will continue at an expanding rate..
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As the sun of a new day rises over Liberia, its people look with
confidence and determination toward the future. Their problems are great
indeed, however, they have won the respect and friendship, not only of
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